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Introduction ,

The Visiting Scholars Series brought to the University Of Illinois campus four '

distinguished speakers who presented different pe?ectives on education and work at a
time when enactment of federal policies was belleVed to. be crucial to the well being of
milikans of people. The series posed questions about:

o Responsibilities to'un(kyserved. groups

o Outcomes of popular approaches to education and- training

Nature of work and cif the*well.educale'd person of the future.

Alternative., in education and training for work

Bridging the gap between educatibn and work

'° Limits of education and training

This monograph presents the views of the four speakers.

John Grasso raises research and evaluation issues as they pertain to vocational
education's ceSponsibility to youth. Grasso Is a' Research Associate In the Office of
Research and Development at West Virginia University and Asociate Professor ,in the
College of Human Resources. He is.the anthor (with John Sh&) of Vocattonal Education
arid Training : impact on Youth, and a member of the advisory -0.-relell-riir 'ffiecon-

troverslat NIFTVocatfori.ducalton study. His research on vocational education Pia.; led
to testimonies before the Senate Committtfo on Labor and Human Resources, and to
consultation on other NIE span'strred vocational education research protects.

According to Grasso, "Some studies based on national data fall to report a market
payoff for vocational education programs, These findings Auggest that state and focal
1.ducational authorities responsible for allocation of resources among programs should
examine their outcomes. This will Illuminate whether the presumed benefits actually
exist and lead to program Improvement through choosin'ii and focusing on realistic
goals." .

Marcia Freedman addresses the Issue of the target of occupational training. ,Is It
for the employer, the trainer or the worker? Ereedmil, ,.a Senkir Research Associate at
Columbia University, Investigates and writes about ildior market segmentation, education
andtralning requirements for occupations, arld problems and prospects in youth employ-
ment. Member of the National Council on Employment Policy, she has ,written with Anna
Dutka, "Tieltning Information for Policy C;uldance" is well as a book on the process Of
work establishment.

Freedman asserts that "There has always been a tension hi American education
between what might property be called education and training In the sense of acquisition
of occupational skills. As returns to Investment In secondary and post secondary
education diminished from their high levels of the sixties, more attention has bee'
focused. on skill training avail aid to labor market entry. Sometimes this emphasis has
led to the neglect of the basic fact; that occupatiVal training Is a process rattier than

. an event." ..
Robert Bundy stimulates thinking about the future of vocational education and Its

relationship to liberal arts education. Bundy is a poet, A philosopher and an educa-
tional:planner. Self employed as :an edncationel consultant for the past tweiv,e years,'
he has worked with groups In the United States And Canadaadminiktrators, teaciffirs,
community "groups, and profeisiond1 associations exploring the queition, "What will It
mean to be an educated person in the twenty-first century?" He was editor of "Images
of the Future, 21st Century and Beyond." Hit Phi Delta Kappan article about the
future of education was selected for the 1976 hicentennial .issur and by the National
Education Press Association for ale of two national awards.

Ile proposes that "Currertt global trends suggest tomorrow's education person will
be different In many respects kom the kind of person that suite& an industrially tort-

*
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ented society, The 'broad outlines of this new literacy are alr4dy.vIsible and Will in-
dude! a reduction of nationalism and the emergence of a global per.spective on human
affairs, ii movement away from/excessive competition to an ethic of cooperation and
Interdependence, the appropriate use of technology to stay 'ecologically in balance, a
shift frbm fragmentation in life and thinking to a sense of wholeness and Iriteccon-
nectedness."

*Marlon Pines brings a candid look at the politics of Implementing CFTM programs
In the presqnt climate of federal conservatism. Pines directs the Mayor's Office of Man-
power in. Baltimore, Maryland, providing leadership for the,. I,Yrgest youth entitlement
demonstration program in the U.S, and for theiriemmistratIon of a number of education/
work alternatives to traditional Ichooling.

For her outstanding service to youtt thgough CFTA programs, she recelVed the
1900 Gertrude? Folkes Llmanfi Award given by the National Child Labor Committee. An
expert in the politics of implementing federal programs, Ms. Pines serves on the
National Council on Emplbyment Policy, the. National Council op Cridle and- Juvenile
Delinquency and the CFTA Director's Work Group.,

According. to Pines, he key to successful programs, especially In economically lean
times, Is a clear and focused agenda. 'An agenda is essential that includes attention to
maintaining or',ImOrovIng the quality of neighborhoods and stimulating economic develop-
ment as well " Improving worker skills and emplbyatillity.

The Visiting Scholars Series was co-sponsored by the institute of Labor and indus-
trial Relatiou,s and made possible by a grant from the Illinois. State Board of Education:-

On behalf of the Visiting Scholars"Committee, I invite you to reflect with us on' the .
.perspeCtives articulated by each of the presenters.

4
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Introduction.

Why Is vocational education a good Ideal Why, Indeed> Presumably, a thoughtful
answer to the question should be based upon, or at least tie consistent with, evidence
from studies of the outcomes of vocational education programs.

Thus, there are reasons for conducting research and program evaluation in voca-tional education. Findings may, be useful for many reasons. Administrators can usefindings for program IMprovement, and fo decisions about maintaining, expanding or
reducing programs. Legl;lators c-an consld findings while making .funding decisions.
Students -and parents can use findings for c reer decisions, Taxpayers can use find-ings for drawing conclusions about the effe is of their'tax dollars. ,Educators can
review findings while considering the questions that realte to the philosophy and policy
in American public education.

The vocational education system can be conceived as the embodiment of one type of
.American educational philosophy. Evaluation and research c n illuminate the nature of
similarities and differences among vocational education, genera education, and academic
education. Educators within the -vocational education system ca also use evaluation and
research to better understand elements Of (heir own enterprise, and to discover profit-able future directions for it,
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Extent of Evaluation and Research

ilbw much evaluation and research Is available for review' How much by way of
evaluation and research has been conducted on the topic of tile effects or outcomeS of
vocational education programs? One possible answer may be derived from the results of
a recent project.'

" In September 1900, Robert Taylor, Executive Director' of the Nation Ai Center fdr
k Research in Vocational Education, at The Ohio State Univ.rsiey, testified before the

House Subcornafittee on Elementary, Secondary, And Vocational Education, on the effects
of vocational education programs. He reported that the Center had recently concluded
a review of the literature on the effects of vocational. education programs, covering
studies reported during the past twelve years (see Mertons et al., 1980). References
were .slathered through 4-scholarly searches and Individual appeAls to each of the State
Directors of ,vocational education, and approximately 1500 references were IdeptIfied for
evaluation and research conducted at national, regional, state orlocal levels.

The review team examined these references, sorting and retaining or discarding
them according to their titles, abslracts and the reports themselves, and ultimately dis-
carded more than eighty percent of the references as not useful as sources of accept-
able evidence of the effects of vocational education. Studies that were retained num-
bered 232 for the twelve-Year period 1968 to 1980.

It Is interesting to note that the regional, state and local studies were further
classified into categories labelled "more rigorouS" and 'Mess rigorous" based on certain
standards for research. For instance, If a study were based on a survey in which the
rate of response was low and no attempt was reported to Investigate possible bias clue
to non--response, then such a study was labelled ;'lass rigorous." The critieria adopted
by the cevriew team for classification of 'studies atcordIng to rigor were not very strin-
gent: for example, the cut-off for "more" or ';less" rigorous on the basis of rate-of-
response*was only forty percent. Even so, 1 or the 232 studies recieved the d
nation "less rIgoroul:

SI..

Thus'', the review team ended up with 232 studies, about half of which were
labelled "less rIgorous,"as the research poduction on the effects of vocational educa-
tion upon participants for a period of twelve years. By comparison, tf there had been
no national studies, no local studies, no regional studies, but merely one study
reported from someone in each state each year, this alone would have Amounted to '600
studies, not 232 or fewer. Unless the review team missed a very large number of
studies, it may be concluded hat the effects of vocational education programs Is not a
popular topic for evaluation and research.

In fact, thirty-six of the studies were nation& In scope. Interestingly, In the
case of the vast majority of .khese studies, the authors do not appear to be members of
the vocational education community, nor were the authors' organizations part of the
vocational education system, nor were these studies conducted with funds from voca-
tional education sources.

Federal Role

Students of human behavipr might suggest that persons within vocational education
would conduct evaluation and research In vocational education provided that appropriate
contingencies are In 'place. For ihstance, If funding for vocational education were

( contingent upon the production of evaluation and research, then It should be forth-
coming, However, If there were no rewirement for the release of funds, then this
activity woold only be undertaken If there were other payoffs.

The primary ntternative payoff is, of coup, the achievement of program Improve=
merit. That Is, vocational education evatuatjon and research should be conducted for ,
ts own. 'sake, for the natural benefits that .flow from such activity In terms of the
opportunity to Improve existing programi, Logically this should cause this production
of more and better evaluation and research. in vocational education, especially by the
vocational eddcation Community. ,

Legislative p.roVIstois enacted by Congress over time seem to ettflect the arrange-
ment of external contingencies, In the form of "strings," As far back as the passage
of He Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 there- wet'e requirements for accountability-type evalu-
ation ceportst
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To participate in the benefits of the legislation, the States w 'ere required
W... prepare .a State plan. showing the programs they intend to provide (and)
make an annual report to the Federal Board for Vocational Education 'bowing
the work dOne during the year (Department of Ilealth, Education and
Welfare, Panel of Consultants, 1963, p. 22.)

These provisions may be conceived as constituting the first federal requirements for
"evaluation" of vocational education, which took the form of reporting for the sake of
accountability.

. Similar provisions appeared in legislation. to renew and expand federal support for
vocational education over the next several decades. HOWever, there have been prob-
lems even In the accountahilitytype reports produced. In the last 20 years, national

.? panels have reviewed available Information, and reported finding incomplete, noncom-
parable, and inadequate data on vocational education enrollments, completions, place-
ments, and expenditures,

. In the Vocational Education Act of 1963, Congress provided for the establishretent
of an Advisory Council on Vocational Education in 1966 to evaluate the results of the
Act, and to report, with recommendations for Improvement, by January 1968. However,
the council reported that:

As the first advisory council on vocational education, we have found it helms-
sible to determine to our full satisfaction what has occurred under the Act...
(Evans, Mangum and Pragan, 1969, p. 311.)

Instead, the council found "gaps in statistical data, deficiency In depth of reporting, as
well as the lack of adequate standards for evaluation of performance" (p. 39).

Most recently, in hearing prior to' the 1976 education amendments, Arthur Lee
testified to a continuing lack of uniformity of definitions underlying the data being
reported (Committee on Education and I abor, 1976). In response to the continuinq
Incomplete resolution of the problems in evaluation of vocational education, Congress
passed the 1976 Education Amendments ir4uding what have now been called the most
prescriptive provislons for evaluation In history (Stevenson, 1977) . These` include the
implementa,tion by the National Center for Education Statistics of a uniform data report-
ing system called the. Vocational Education Data System, The short history of 'the
implementation of this system is already Interspersed with instances of resistance by the
vocational community to adopt the uniform reporting system.

Unfortunately, the use of inadequate, or Inaccurate reporting systems can produce
problems even Within the vocational system of a state. .rn example can conveniently he
taken from West Virginia data. There, vocational progaarns are offered to provide
training in health and safety matters to persons Interested in employmer4 In coal
mining. To qualify kr such employment, persons must complete a program offered
through the vocational system (or through 'companies or certified private trainers) and
pass a test administered by the State Deportment of Mines. Among other uses, data on
program completer.' is,Iised in analysis of labor supply for the coal- mining labor force,
and on the need for more or less vocational training.

The annual reports from the Bureau of Vocational, Technical and Adult Education
BVE) contain Information that purports to he the final enumerations of parsons com-

pleting such programs and passing the certification tests. At the same time, annual
reports from the Department of Mines (DOM) cofTtain information on the number of
persons to whom certificates were issued. Thus, the numbers in the DOM reports
should exceed those in the EWE reports, because they should include all the FiVE
figures plus numbers for persons trained by company and private trainers, i.e. , from
outside the vocational system. However, the reverse is true. Numbers In the BVE
reports are about twice as high Jas the numbers given :by DOM, and one of these sets Is
Clearly incorrect. Analysis based on the Incorrect series may lead to erroneous con-
clusions regarding, among other thingsr tip she of labor supply In the min rig sector
and the need for any additional vocational programs related to coal mining health and
safety (see Table 1).

P
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Year:

Table 1

Underground Miner Training
and Certification
in West Virginia

1976-Presel

4".),«

V

7

%Aber ofpersons completing i0Orperienced underground mi ning,
West Virginia Bureau of Votational, Technical, an dult Education
4nnual Reports, Various Years

2,845 7,599 6,584
Mar. -
June Jul June J ly

4,093. 1,480

June July\' June July Mar

1976 1977

4---
1.

4
1978

#

i

1979

4

1980

3,602 , 3,432 2,297

Number .4,,Underground Miner Certificates issued,
Weft' Virginia' Department of !lines
Annu84,Reports, Various Years

Other Factors

t

If the Impilitlon by the Congress of external contingency arrangements to stim-
ulate' the produplon of evaluation In vocational education Is Ineffective, why then has
evaluation and research not been produced on account of opportunities for program
Improvement? There are at least three reasons:

It
In

1. The .commitment of vocational education fatichers and administrators.

2. Unreported evaluation and research.

3. inherent difficulties.

k Important to review each of these other factors that affect evaluation and research
vocational education.

Commitment of Vocational

Persons In vocotio
mitment Is the belief th
belief extends to the as..
outcomes that are desire
portive. Taylor's review
comes, psychological, and
tional education is mixed
time, we have been unable
education) .

ucntionalists

I education are Comm ted to it, and an element of this com-
vocational education air dy Is a good Idea. Frequently, this
mptlon that existing prog ams do successfully produce ell, therall the time. Unfortunately, existing evidence is not

that on virtually every dimension -- educational out-
abor market outcomes--the evidence of to effects of voca-

ylor, 1980). ile states (1980, p. 31): "However, at this
o scientifically verify some of the benefits" (of vocational

Unreported Activity

A different reason for the limited production of evaluation and research Is that a
major type of evaluation In vocational education is the use of on-site visitations by
advisory teams, which does not result In additions to the research 'and evehmtlon
literature.

13
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Ther on-site visitation is perhaps the most widely accepted method of assessing
program quality In vocational education, the on-site team examines inata#rials,
lutri, equipment, And techniques on the basis of standards (that may he regarded as
intermediate evaluation criteria) or attempts to observe whether the program Is con-

'cluctecirin agreement with Its goals and objectives. The 'American Vocational Assoc latioq
:ilas,developed an evaluetion model patterned after educational 'accreditation procedures
',(Asir, 1973); most States have employed this type of evaluation.

rr

''On-site visitation/ teams can generate find ings eif their evaluation that may ho used
for tocill prograrN Improvement ( e.g with respect to Instructional methods, materials or
equipment) . On-site visitation teams may ful valuatde role in evaluating vocational
eciticettlin programs, but are unlikely to play any significant role an generating evalu-
adopt,. or research that would have satisfied observers at the national level from 1961 to-
thepresent.

llnforlunately, It Is also true that oven when studies ore condor tad that result In
the' ilieduction of writtep reports, frequently information about their existence Is not

. wideh disseminate?). This has several consequences. Researchers ( annot review them.
'Other vocational researchers cannot hoild upon them in designating Ileir own studies.

.10 .tven adworacy groups, such as the National AdvisOry Council on Vocational
et471trorant Of their existence and their find:m14.A

804-6'

Apherent Difficulties -4' A.!.:

The remaining valid reason for the le,/*1 of evaluation anti research in vocational
edtication Is that conducting such stuille!S is no vasy task.). Taylor has identified

. . Slivitral of the research prohlems.
'11.

4
VoCatiOtyli education programs are not onlfor:tw acrossstates and localities. A...

wide range of programs are offeriid--often With different anticipated outcomes.
Courses of studies vary.

Many students cannot he' solely identified as vo(ational, general, or academic
students oven though this is often statedrather many clarinet take 'dif-
fering amounts of each of the three types of curricula and cannot he (lias-'
sified Into a single category.

Students self-select vocational education. This means they Cannot he ran-
domly assigned to treatments. This results In widely gent types of
studerits with'egbally divergent purposes of enrolling In vocatio al courses* A Ir
control group against which vocational students can he comps I is literally
nonexistent.

tP
The state-of-the-art In many of the measurement areas Is insoff1( lent to haVe
appropriate mod reliable Instruments and Hata collection techniques.

There are many external program factors (e.g. (family and economic con(11-
tionst that influence student success (placement) during and after program
completion (Taylor, 1980, p. 5) .

It is Important to further explore the problems associated with Identifying the
outcomes of vocational education and their measurement.

According to Campbell and Stanley (1963, pp. 5-6) twelve factors may
eithir the internal or external, vallcIlly of findings of a study on the effect of an
Odudational program:

1. History or, nonexperimental events,
7, Maturation.
3, Fffects of testing.
4. Instrumentation changes.
5. Regression towards the mean,
6. Selection bias.
7. Mortality, or attrition.
B. Selection- maturation Interaction effects.
9. Interaction effects between pretest and performance,

10. Selection-treatment interaction effects.
11. Reactive effects oPexperlrnental arrangements.
12. Multiple-treatment interference.

Findings Iteiwn to have gyAtionable validity will typically be regarded as not useful
for any rpose. More shriously, when the questionable validity of findings goes

.0"
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unrecognized, persons 4nay unknowingly draw unjustifi d conclusions or make 'unwise
decisions about the educational program In question.

Existing methodology for producing valid findings on causal relationships depends
primarily on the capacity of the researcher to design a study that is a true experiment.
In true experiments, the resirarcher uses the random assignment of subjects to the
treatment and control groups In order, to assure ihe equality of the groups of subjects

.and, thus, to circumvent a number of possibidt, problems relating to selection bias.
Campbell and Stanley (1963, Asp. 13-31) describe three "true experimental designs." All
tree employ random assignreergt of subjects.

Authors of evaluations of vocational educatiori may attempt t ciricreive of vocational
education as 'the "treatment" and of nonvocational programs as "control condition."
However, two factors still preclude the -possibility of using t e foremen/toned true
experimental designs (e.g., see Campbell and Stanley, 1963, pp. 13-31). First, it is
not possible to assign suh)dtts at random to vocational and nonvocational programs; this
leaves opeq the possibility, of producing findings that are biased due to nonequivalence
in tile 'two groups of students prior to the "treatergot." Second, it is equally plausible
to regard the program other tham the vocational program as a separate "treatment;" thJs
Introduces considerable complexity into estimation of program effects (Carol:obeli and
'Stanley, 1963, p. 31).

in discuso0on of research on, the outcomes of vocational education, Darcy (1960)
identifies fifteen major outcomes of vocational programs:

Outcomes: ,

No. 1, Improving Flask 1ducation91
No. Development of Useful Occupational Skills

`1,1o. 3, Reducing.. the Risk of Unemployment for Minority Youth
No. U. AcdulsitIon of World-of-Work Knowledge
No. 5. Educational Commitment at the Nigh School Level
No. 6. Development Of Leadership Ilualities

-No. 7. -Postsecondary Educational Success
No.' 8. Higher Earnings
4o.' 9. Student Satisfaction with School
No. X10. Reduc ion of Job-Search Time

. No. 11. Satl ctoriness to Employers
No. 11 Are, Economic Development Potential
No. 13. Improving the Occupational ,Distribution of Minority Workers
No. 14. Training-Related Employment

No. 15. Development of Consumer Self-Help Skills

For each of these he presents a plausible evaluation design. These designs may be
classified in order to further review ,the strengths and weaknesses of each.

'Comparison Group Design. For most of the outcome measurg& Darcy proposed the
use or a comparison group design. Scores on an outcome measafe (e.g. , basic skill
tests, graduation rates, post-school earnings) for'-both the treatment and comparison
group are compared. This ;design resembles Deilgn 10 of Campbell and Stanley (1963,
p 97)

As 'pointed out by Campbell and Stanley, this (firkin can be tailed the "non-
-equivalent control group design," 'because of failure to employ the random aisignment of
subjects in order to obtain pre-experlmental sampling equivalence. Darcy attempts to
minimize this weakness by suggesting that the comparison .group match as nearly as
possible on factors such as race/ethnicity, mental ability, socioeconomic background and
sex.

Unfortunately, even this procedure does not eitablish the, equivalence of groups.
Students. who enroll In vocational education may still differ from ,nonvocational students
or, other factors including their educational goals,- their motivation, and their career
plans. WhenesiWr these differences exist nhcl are related to performance on the outcome b

measure, then it is hazardous to attribute'the difference In performance on the outcome
measure excluCrely to the 'vocational education program. Some differences In perfor-
mance would Ii caused by the pre-existing differences In the groups. 1

One may take an additional step to try to isolate the program effect by applying a
form of covariance analysis, This technique attempt; to statistically control for pre-
existing differences and their effects upon terformance while simultaneously producing
an estimate of tile "net effect," "independent effect" or "unique contrIbutitin" of the
program. COvaritince analysis Is also equivalent to certain forms of other techniques:
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e,g., certain forms of multiple regression (see' Grasso, 1(175). In the Ideal case, for
each, outcome measure that Is Included In the evaluation, the evaluator would obtain
from the literature the precisely appropriate statistical model, collect measures for all
the factors that appear in the model, and would modify the model by inserting a

measure to represent thR vocational program. Then, one could utilize the estimate-1
value of the effect of the measure as the unique effect of the vocational "program.
Unfortuately, the literature typically does 'riot contain specification of the precisely
appropriate statistical model grAzerning the outcome measures for vocational education.

Moreover, recent work has que4stloried the capacity of covariance analysis to ade-
quately control for differences and their effects (see Grasso, 19191. 1-4,1,Instanr.e, thr
literature on the evaluation of the effects of the federally-funded Mead Start program
point out that findings are biased WIlefl the varlahltn used to control for pre-existing
dIffersoces are only imperfect measures of the facti)rs they are utilised to represent.
Turthgrmore;. Crohbach has recently arrium,1 that findings from such analysis may
either over - estimates or tinder-estimates of tire effects of the program and that It is riot
possible to deteNIle even tie direction Of error.

flefore-and ;AfterDeslurf. The before and after- design f-; surillestml by Darcy for
tyu dr the outcomes T`ievelopineot of useful occupational sllillc and educational coro-
ointment (eau., school a tleridary,e, grades, and attitudes). Darcy suggests that -the
performance of vocAtIvrialstuderits he observed before and `titer enrollment. In the
program, and that differences he In terpr Om I as an outcome I) I the progri1111.

The hazard of this Interprelation is that extraneous factors may he produchit
effects on performance during the perlod of enrollment, and plat' some or all of. the
change In performance may be the result of nonnrogrammatic factors. I Or InStaliCe,
school attendance may Improve Miring rtnroliment in a vocational program due to 4jeneral
maturation or changes pi school rilstrirt policy which are unrelated to the vocational
progr.dlIl FM- aflOtherr example, studentsemay enroll to an auto mechanics program,
discover 14 Is a poor 'program ftnparting little knowledge or hands-nn esrleriente, and
begin to s,ystenAtIcally seek knowledge and experience oul-of-class from friends and
family In order' to compensate. llowlwer; the evaluatipn using a before to aftet (11..4411
might erroneously conclude that the program was responsible," for the I ..rnIng taking
place. The primary weakness In the before arid after design is In its mtpability to
exclude the alternative plausible hypothesis that the dIffereAr.es. InJ performance were
due to some factor other than the vocational education program.

One -Timm e Survey Desiun. The one-time opinion survey design /Is proposed by
Darcy in. TeW Cases, TO the case of the Outcomes Of Development of Leadership
Qualities and Development of Consumer Self-help ,Skills, It consists of surveys of former
vocational students -to collect their retrospertiv$ opinions :Molt the contribution of their
vocational edgcatlon experience In developloq certain skills. In the Case of the Outcome
Area T.conornIc Development Potential, Lt consists of a survey gif organizations and Indi-
viduals to collect their opinions about the contribution of vocational education programs
IA the economic davelopment of their local area.

The data collected in sulh a design stroild he recognized as judgmeotaft-arld per-
hails biased by the retrospective nature of the gtieitIons being asked. It Is not clear
whether findings) from. such a design are accurate or` valid measures of the effects of a
program.

For orie of the outcomes Darcy suggests the collection of Information from
employers of former 'vocational students. The Outcome Satisfortoriness to Employer` has
An evaluation design to ohtain ratings by employers of former vocational students.
Presumably such ratings would be comparative lo riztture: e.g. , former vocational stu-
dents perform "better," "the same," or "worse" than comparable nonvocational workers
in the sortie jobs.

Such ratings are judgmental arid subject to the Influence of extraneous factors
whenever the criteria are not well-specified. Moreover, employers are being askt41 to
rate current employees working In the same jobs, which implies that the''data are con-
fined 'to Jobs or occupations In which both vocational graduates and nonvocational grad
yates are employed. These are the only cases where comparison in the same Jobs is

PO/SONO. At the same time, It implies that the data are confined to the types of lobs or
occupations which nonvocatlenal graduates can obtain; that Is, lobs for which nonyoca-

s Hone! graduates are qualified to oblaln. Otherwise, the current nonvocational workers
would not have been hired end/or retained, Thus, both the validity of such Informa-
tion and the proper Interpretation of any finding's may he debatable,
t

The outcome Training-Related rmployment Is based on reports of former vocational
student; without before-And-after or comport% n group assigns, Darcy correctly points
out that no specific exaluatIon standard seems propriate.
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It shou1d he pointed out that the outcome Training-Related Employment Is the same
as appears in Section 112(b) of the 1976 Education Amendments:

--112(t) (1) In order for the States to assist locaJ ed cational agencies and
other recipients of funds In operating the best sslble programs of voca-
tional education--...

--(13) each State shall evatyate, by using data\co eci, wherever
Possible, by statistically valid sampling echniques, each such
program within the State which purports to impart enfry level job
skills acc4rding to the extent to which program completers and
leavers---

(I).- find employment in occupations related to their training.

lin(ortunately, data on the extent of employment within training-related occupations
provide at best yery weak, and at worse mislearling, Information on Impact, owing to
substanthil ambiguity of interpreilaiiiiTFIndings may be ambiguous whenever non-
standardited definitions of "relatedness" have been employed. Any finding should be
Interpreted In the Context of such factors as:

--the timing of the follow-up upon which the data are based,

--the method of data collection' (i.e.. from the graduates. directly, or
second-hand from teachers or counselors),

--the dehrtitionloC training-relatedness,

--the economic conditions facing the graduates, and their responses to employ-
ment opportunities by means of changing fields or relocating geographically.

tic
Moreover, findingi will vary along with' more Than one program factor, e.g.,

duality of the trainIngand extensiveness olI'placement assIstarse provk1,d by vocational
teachers and counselors. Without more eftensive study on'15 would got know their
relative importance In producIng,high or low placement rates. Thus, It Is Impossible to'.
draw an informed conclusion about the proper course of action for program improve-
ment, continuation, expansion or contraOlon for vocational education progi'ams associ-
ated,wIth any-given finding on placement rates.

In addition to these fiectors, It should be noted that even Waugh the data pertain
to vocational programs that purport to Impart entry level skills, the prograM's gradu-
ates may have been enrolled foc diverse, purposes, including avocational reasont.
Students may have enrolled because the program represented a comproAse choice; that
k, tht first choice may not have tfeen.,avallable. Or, students may have changed
career goals for any number of reasons, "but did not withdraw. These and other con-
siderations constitute obvious limitations for interpreting placement reports as Informa-
tion on Impact, Again, both the .validity and meaning of findings are debajable.

Thus, from both the admonitions of Taylor and the foregoing comments on the
initially-plausible 'designs presented by Darcy for fifteen mayor outcomes of vocational
education, It appears that research and evaluation in this field Is fraught with diffi-
culties. This complex state of affairs might be conceived to suggest that research and
evaluation only be undertaken when some of the problems have been resolved. Unfor-
tunately, adopting such a position Is not viable, for the supposition that all problems
be solved before any single topic be subjected to research will result In no problems
ever being resolved.

MoreoVer, adoption of such a stance would also be Inconsistent with' current prac-
tice in Um actual operation oil/vocational programs. Teachers and administrators are
clearly aware of analogous problems in delivering vocational education! for example,
the existence of multiple, and sometimes conflicting, goals of +vocational education; the
Inadequacies of current methodol9gy for measuring the skill !well of Students at entry
and exit in programs; and thei difficulties Of devising strategies of achieving desired
levels of competence of program ;ompleters.. Vat, the existence of these problems In
delivering vocational! education has not caused the termination of activity until all these
probJems are resolved. Similarly, the probleMs Inherent in conducting research and
evaluatioil should not be cattle for cessation of activitin that domain.
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Recent .Research Findings

Existing research, although reflecting all of the problems mentioned earlier, has
served to stimulate criticism and progress by other researchers. Even if it Is Impos-
Sible to unambiguously Intprpret the fInciiing, e2ds,ting stwiles serve as..a basis for
discussion _for future work. Let me Illustrate by recounting some aspects of recent
researc1

By vid'y of introduct14, my own research is based en data front 'the National
Longitudinal, Surveys (NLS) of Labor Market Experience including Information on young*
men collected in 1266 through 1973 and on young women collected In 1960 through 1972.
The NLS project has been conducted jointly by the Center for Human Resource
Research, The Ohio State University, under the direction of.elierbert S. Pprnes and
'Michael E. 13brus:. and by the Bureau of the Consul: end has been supported by the
U.S. Department of Labor.

This dataset ltnds itself to research on vocational education for several reasons.
First, It co? tains In-formation-on many youth who had participated In vocational educe-
tIon'programs, as well as Information twaPothers, who had not. Second, for each youth
In the surveys. it-containsiinformation on background, schrolhig and post-school activ-
ity, the latter covering matey Items that are thought to he important goals or ovtcomes
of vocational' education programs, Third, It covers a period of time long enough to
Include both labor market ertry and work estabilsiiment, permitting the opportunity to
Include analysis on both to Immediate post - school, .and intermedate or longer run
experiences of the youth. Fourth, the NLS sample design Includes (Iversampling of
blacks, thus permitting analysts of the outcomes of vocational edtkatIon among white
and black youth Separately.

.

Di'avbacks of this dataset include, primarily, relatively little detailed information
on ,the high school program of study taken by achi,youth. SpecifIcally, the oniV Berri`
8N/tillable In the dataset Identifying the high. hot curricula!) 9f each young person is
based on f question posed in the personal lie views. There Is no information collected
from the school(S) Attended by the youth to ment or to-Corroborate the youth's
self-reported curriculum. Moreover,' the data do not Hermit (except In a few cases)*
Adentilfication of the specialty area of 'vocational studentS (e.g., agriculture, automobile
mectfanics).

In any event,. a wide variety of outcome measures are available for use as criteria
on which to compare vocational program participants and their peers. These include:
attitudes toward school, goals, dropout or high school completion, education attainment,
participation In post-school eralning and 'labor market outcomes. The latter, Include:
labor force participation, .unemployment, wages,"l'occupations, and Jolt satisfaction.

To provi e a context for Interpreting these remarks, let me reiterate that a great
many differen types of programs are offered across the country under the name of
vocational edu ation. They range from some types of prevocational counseling given
prior to high school to highly specific. post-secpndary occupational training, as In
nuclear technology. Programs differ vifrom state to state,. and from urban to rural
locations. At the high school level t e programs are also typically, different for the
boys than for the Writ. At the. most general level, vocational education can be con-
ceived to Include traIntrig in the apprenticeship system, In proprietary schools, In the
armed forces, and In business and fridustry. Is therefore incorrect to speak of
vocational education as a unitary commodity. In any event, the existimg findings con -

sMS that vocational education Is complex and has varied- effects.

Student Characteristics. Any discussion of findings on vocational education in
high schii-OTlhoTairEagrn with the characteristics of fhe students, especiallyin light of

vocational
whether vocational education Is fihille "dumping ground" of schogis, and also

whether vocatio education Is\ respons to the needs of special populations (e.g.!
minorities, disadvantaged, and handicapped), A ,1

National data on mal4 students In high-school-level vocational education show some
differences. Some surveys from the early to mid-60's show the average male entering
vocational education with lower scores on background and academic. aptiltudes measures
than the average male.general student: other surveys covering the late 196013 and early
1'970's Show smaller differences between the male vocational and general students,
However, for female', the surveys have consistently shown no pervasive differences In
background or aptitude between vocational and general students..t

The differences in data for males and the lack of differenceS among females may be
releited to the fact that male vocational students are predominantly enrolled In blue-
collar specialty programs yihile female 'vocational Students are found In the fluelness and
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*Office 'cluster; that Is, white-collar clerical training which may require certain verbal
and coMputaitional skills.,

The national data also reveal some differences on attitudes and outlook. Fvidence
suggests that vocational students tend not to like high school as much as other stu-
dents, but both vocational and other students tend to ilke very quch the vocational
courses that they have taken, and vocational students Ilse thelr vocational programs.
The occupational goals of high school students follow seemingly logical patt jrns: male
vocatrolial graduates are especially likely to desire to work In the crafts, female busi-
ness and office students in clerical and sec?otartat. jobs, etc. College preparatory
students are aiming for professional and technical jobs. The goals of the students from
the flenerfal program--some of whom are desiring college and others are not--lie between..
the occupational students' goals and the college preparatory students' gottls. kt may be
said that occupational students desire Jobs requiring special skills, but so do their
peers. .rs

./1 -FnroliMent in an occupational high school program. Is associated on average with
relatively low educational 'coals (especially among white female business and office st,u,;
dents) but tFire are- exceUtions. For Instance, nearly hail' of the black male voca-
tional ietud'ents Irl the 1966 National Longitudinal Surveys desired to attain four or more
years of college. This raises questions whether youth possess sufficient information
about their opportunities and the consequences of choosing among the various tligh
school, curricula : The data are not clear on this. NLS data on tests of the otcupa-,
tIonal cAformafidn possessed by youth show that male occupational students 'mow less
than their general track peers about a variety of occupations. There Is little evidence
as to why the vocational students enroll- in the programs; i.e.. on the extent to which
"curricular choice" was voluntary, was based on adequate InfOrmation about he various
alternatives, and so on.

There is a wide array ofl outcome dimensions for participation In a vocational ed6-1
cation program In high school: education and training outcomes, laborgarket outs
comes: social and psychological mbutcomes. Research with national doff" has already
addressed a number of these areas, blit not all of them.

.0
Education andand Veining Outcomes. pne' very important area not addressed Is the

effects or enr-OTlinent In vocational' programs on level of achievement in basic skills:
reading, writing, and et:pixilation. It Is reasonable to coneeive of both (1) positive
effects, if vocational students ar motivated toward, greater academic achievement
because thew can see the real-world;applkability of academic subjects; and (2) negative
effects, if achievement is dampened ause less time Is spent by yocational- students in
subjects that foster development of %sic skills. However., these effects are not cur-
rentty known.

Another educational outcome where research has not provided answers concerns ttle'
' :#1 effects of vocational programs on stemming 'high school dropout rates. Research with

the National Longitudinal Surveys provides Jnconslstent findings on this question for.
the male students. Some of this evidence fails to support the view that vocational
programs help boys persist to attain their high school diplomas. The dropout Issue Is
conceptually complex \ we still need to know a great deal more on how vocational pro-,
grams Mtract studenti, as. well as how they hold the students that they have already,

N attracted.

Vocational programs seem to have negative effects on the total amount of schooling
attained, including completion of college. Of course, vocational students do not desire
to complete college to the degree that 'goiter& and' college preparatory students do. ir)
fact, as vocational students persist from year to year during high school,evidence
suggests that their aspirations. for college continually drop.

Nevertheless, after completion of regular school, vocational graduates receive
training of various kinds (especially company training) . fly contrast, graduates of the
general track seem to !.attain more formal scl;obi or f5ost-seflool Institutional training
(e.g., from business colleges or technical institutes). Among women. It Is Interesting

- to note that those who had had some typirt or shorthand In high school are velatlyely
more likely than their peers to report additional clerical or secretarial training after
high school graduation (i.e., of those who did not go to college).

Firom all of these findings on education dimensions It is reasonable to conceive of
secondary-level vocational programs as alternatives to the traditional academic peogrpres,and of all th'e curricula as serving both vocational and prevocational purposes. Post-
secondary ,education and training programs of various 'lands ancrthe availability of
employer-sponsored training provide, in total, a wide arr of opportunities for the
further development and pursuit of career Interesse The east majority of young par-
sons in the National Longitudinal Surveys who were out of school expresSed a desire to
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obtain additional education or training, and this Includes graduates of vocatjlohal pro-
grams,_ Thus, it is probably unwise to rigard high school level vocational eclucatiOn as
the beAbor only opportunity for developing labor market skills among the youth.

. Labor Market Outcomes, Existing research on---the labor market effects, of voca-
tional programs-Thcludes sludies with the National Longitudidal Surveys, sponsored...by

1, the Departmerit of Labor, and with the National Longitudinal Study of the High School
Class of 1972, sponspred by the .National Center for Education Statistics, Issues of
interest Include employability and unemployment, wagbs ancf.earnings`, and oCcupational

!Whig nment , , .,

if e. ,.
The findings .on the effects of vocational education an reducing unemployment

among its' graduates are Mixed; i f f e rp n t research approaches have produced confligting
findings. ' Skinificantly, It. apnea"( that the*single most importanf, dominating factor
relating to the unemployment -among the young workers In these surveys Is the overall
state of the U.S. economy. 0 s

Analysis of the range of occupations held by high school graduates who did noe'go,
to ge show -that the occupatidnal distributions for each curriculum overlap one
anther to a great extent. This Is illustrated with data from the National Longitudinal ix
Surveys for young whites. Among males, 67 percent of former vocational .students
held crafts and operati4.e lobs, but so did 59 percent of former general students.
Also, whtft 29.percent of fOrmer commercial students held whlteAlLar lops11 so did 25
percent of former general students. Overall, for both ,,Sales and females, Y,ott blacks
and whites, having some pest high sckool eduction or training seems to increase the
evinces of holding professional and recTirfical Jobs. In every level of education, blacks
hold lower-level jobs than Whites, 'and females are far more likely than males to hold
clerical Jobs.

!
. .

One of the most salient outcome 'seas corisidered for vocational education Is that of 1
wages tend earnings. The tuvidence*seems to vary for different Vocational

Is2'4Po Ife:d.!Used ork.qational data, he 'high school level vocational programs for males-4
on average to nobetter ems and earnings than does the general program. Effects. on
wages may vary by indiv ual specialty area, or by state or region, but on average the
differences, are nil. Indeed, some longitudinal evidegce also shows that the gains In
wages over time may be Slower for vocational than for general students.

However, -this is not 0-ue for female graduates of high school level

,.

voCational:

education programs. Among the females, business and office graduates were found to
enjoy significantly highec rates of pay and annual earrings titan were graduates of
general programs. \

Among women, over .half of 'the hIghschool graduates not going to college wQrk In
sexbtyped Jobs. In every curriculum grouD, but`Interestingly this did not necessarily
mean' lower wages. Busiribss and office graduates were especially 'Niel)/ to do so. but
they enjoyed h wage advantage over their peers. The, findings wriest that women
working in non -sex' typal Jobs were not necessarily any hotter off than the women
working in traditionally "female" lobs. TV' effects of holding a traditional lob varies
by level of schooling and by race, permitting no simple conclusion to be dl.awn.

Findings also reveal that postsecondary education or training of various kinds
produces herffIts in wages atul earnings for high school graduates .of either sex' (and,
significantly, for high school dropouti. too). The findings seem to suggest that
postsecondary programs and training outside of regular school are more effective on the
whole than the programs at the secondary level. However, It is also possible at the
findings are partly confounded by other pre-existing differences In the students at
each level (e.g.,: motivation lind maturity) for which It is difficUlt to control,

These various Dndings may suggest a need for greater modesty in expectations for
vocational education at the high school level than for the programs at the postsecondary
level or outside of formai schooling. At the secondary level, the vocational programs
may provide an acceptable alternative to general and academic programs, especially -so
long as students are exercising free and informed choices when enrolling In these

programs, but no evidence for overwhelming positive effeets can he fourid In the na-
tional studies conoteted to' date. However, the evidence on post-high school education
and training, and Vocational training outside of regular schooling does show positive
effects In terms of wages, occupations, employment, etc.

There Is no clearly-established,sIngle `Peason to explain the difference in findings
for the various typtit and levels j;)f vocatlo edikatIOn and training, but also there Is
no reason to believe that these effects will clot continue to persist Into the foreseeable
future.

V4o
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Similarly, there aro posilble Implications to the" findings on minorities and on
women. (allure to find .special advantages for vocatiootil education for biaeks may be
Cause for concern,among those whd view vocational eddeation as beg vitally important
for mipprity grouRs Also, findings .of pgy-offs for vocational ucation programs for
woren seemingly toTitradict the hygothes16 'that sex-seereotypeid enrollments in voca-
tional education lead to occupational sex segregation aria cause ?ex differences in earn-

.. ings.
N,-

Conclusions and Implications

It Is interesting and Important to think through these seeroingly 'straightforward._
eonclusions and to reconsider thepossible Implications of findings for polcy-. Sbveral
findings uq non-labor market cniteria seem to lead to the conclusion that high school
vocationalVprograms provide an alternath7e that students can the courses
appear to be congenial; the Orograms can fulfill psychologicarneeds .for many students.
At the same time, other findings (e.g., on extent of occupational hiformation, and
congruence of curriculum and goals) raise questions about the process through which
students4nroll in vocational programs, about the guidance and counseling being"given,
and about the extant to which students exercise free and well-Informed choices. fn
Ihert, the findings appear to conflict with one' another and fall to .pqint to a singular
conclusion.

.

The same is, true for the findings on labor market outcomes. Findings vary by
choice of measure (wages, unemployment., wage growth with experience) and by group

sox) .

New data or other research me hods with the same data may 140 Into other direc-
tions. Forthcoming studies base on the National Longitudinal Surveyi, but using
different methods con/ains some varying findings on the effects of vocational programs
for women (Hofferth, 14'80; Gustman ark, Steinmeler, forthcoming). Another study with
different data leads'to consistent Wettings for men (Meyer andllise, 1980). An earlier
ceview commissioned by /he National InstiWte of Education (Grasso and Shea, 1979b)
covered a .series of studies on vocational ,education that were based upon national data.
However, p new wave of studies has beers entering the literature since that time (e.g.,
Berryman, 1980; Borus, et al., 1980; Gustman and Steinmeler, 1980; Li, 1980; Meyer
and Wise, .1980; Noifl, 1977; Wiley and Harnischfeger, 1980). Further, the Vocationalt"
Education Study mandatedlliby Congress to the Native! Ipstitute bf Education, and
especially the substudfoofthe effects (of vocational e&catlort upon participants, being
conduct,ed 'by the Huron Institute, will soon appear (see 1111E, 1980). These studios, should bijoreviewed as soon as they aro available.

Another note of caution stems frdm the worry that our recent evidence Is unreli-
able because It Is 'derived from an historically peculiar period of time, characterized by
trends that are passing. For the past fifteen years a major factor for the entire youth
labor market has been the sheer size of the post-War "baby boom" coliort.

I have attempted to track the flaw of males belonging to the postoWar baby 4001
as they entered the lajzor force (Crash°, 1977). The first Wav$ of this extraordinarily

/ large cohort of youth began to reach eighteen years of age beginning In about 1965.
By about 1970, the flow of new male workers Into the labor force had more than
doubled. ,

As time goes on, the effects of all this in terms of recent find ings on the effect of .
vocational education upon participants may e clarified. The Impact of other forces also
require clarification.

40' -
The popular press has. begun to ,describe young workers fading a promotion

squeeze,, and subsequent cohorts wil likely be affected by the bulge of w kers pre-
ceding' them. As young workers flooding their own markets place downw d pressure
on wages, many young women are assuming-44H sw roles, and evef In trio Nonal family
units, wives are going to work to Supplement family Incomes. In fact just as this
cohort faces,intense competition for jobs, ttie same is probably true In sing and other
consumer markets for goods and services that are especially Imp ant for young
families. This then affects the level of Inflation, which In turn affec.t tti,e demand for
labor and job opportunities..

The existing research should be carebilly reviewed In order to determine the
limitations of the inferences that can be based on their findings. These studies con=
calve of programs as interventions which produce ,desired consequences whir they are
successful. But, limitations of available data and methods are evident,
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d In the context of a multi-go& program such at vocational education, it is difficult
or perhaps impossible to formulate the comprehensive set of ultimate evaluation criteria
that an adequate pay-off assessment would seemingly require. Naruators claiming to
assess pay-off may be criticized for fallure to address Important outcome domains.

--.,4\ .
in addition, by Itself, pay-off evaluatloh'falls "to distinguish importantly different

explanations of success or failure" (Striven, 1964, p. 60). William FOote Whyte stated
that:

.

It does us no practical good to know that a given training program reacled i 14
.....1 certain objective unless we can also discover what features of that prOgram

contributed toward that objective. Only as we make these observation& /"' studies, can we have some confidence In being able

'''

to reproduce a program ,

that has proven effective (1972; p. 2847. il
Also, new models art'd methods are still being devtioped (Grasso, 1979: Darcy,

1980). For instance, Gustinan and Stelnmaler suggest that vocational administrators may
tend to expand seemingly successful vocational programs until the markets for graduates
of the programs begin 'to Ile flooded. When this Is dime, wage differentials favoring
vocational graduates may be driven to re:1'r°. They suggest. that failure to obscrve a
wage advantage does not necessarily imply*there are no returns t the training.

These considerations suggest that kitty conclusions drawn from limitld findings be
avoided. 'They also suggest that the policy Implications of existing findings are not
entleely clear. ..

o . a., .
Aside frIgn all the foregoing there is need for a multidisciplinary perspective In

evaluatIon and research in vocational educatloQ. This Is clear in the case of the fol-'
lowing research Question: Does, vocational education reduce unemploympt7 ,,,

To consider this question, it is necessary first to clarify the "unemployment" issue
In question. When the question is employability, then the contribution of schooriNg
rests on its capacity to develop at least basic skillS, as well ds advanced or specialized
skills. According to recent estimates of the make -up of lobs In the economy,- the role
of basic skills (i.e., minimum adult function91 competencies) should not be overlooked.

., About e0 percent of jobs In the economy require a baccalaureate degretapor olPore. For
about 40 percent of jobs, some type of preemployment preparation or training (less than
e baccalaureate degree) is useful, desired, or required (i.e., as Is provided In public
secondary schools, community colleges', proprietary schools, apprenticeships, etc.).
For the re_ maining 40 percent of jobs, no preemployment tralnin9 Is typically necessary.
However( within this last portion of 40 percent requiring littlexior no specialized train-
ing, many of the jobs nonetheless require basic skills (e.g., file clerk) and learning
capacity for on-the-job training (poVal clerk, locomotive engineer) for average per,-
formance and for prospects for caredt advancement or change. Only a small portion of
the eCondny, perhaps ten percent of jobs, consists of Jobs requiring no developed skills
(I.e., meager content, unskilled motor acti4ities performed repetitively under very close
superVision* The role of schooling Is to prdvide relevant skills, basic and advanced,
general and specialized, to 'enhance employability by enlarging the range of lobs that a
worker conceivably could perform.

Workers who exit from schools with less than a high school diploma may be said to
have limited employabl(ity. Data from the National Assessment shows that such icputh
are handicapped with limited general job skills. Data from the Publk Health Svey
show that about one-sixth of teenage males are functionally illiterate..(I.e., defined es
fourth-grade reailing level).`",it follows logically that such youth woirld suffer greater-
tKan-average unemployment, merely due to limited employability. . ,

- )
4 When this "unemployment" Issue is the protection of employed workers against

Involuntary unemployment, the role of schooling Is different. Workers are protected
from repeated temporary or Indefinite layoffs or nonemploymYnt according to the typical
experience In the occupation and industry in which they are employed, At the upper
extremes of schooling, students are provided with a measure of proteetion In the form
of specialized competencies that are developed. Thus, schooling f can be associated
with relatively low probabilities of layoff and employment termb4ati

Finally, when the "unemplciyment" Issue Is finding and keeping lobs and/or chang-
ing jobs without incurring unemployment between lobs, there are different roles for
schooling to play InCiuding provillon of job placementassistance and counseling, and
worker sotializat n. - However, by and large, the educational institutions play a quite
limited ro speCt to this unemployment question.

"Iklob placement assistance and counseling is most extensively pro. vklad at the upper)Atremes ofschooling, through special offices at proprietary schools, corn-'
. .i';',.--'
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munity colleges. and Jour-year institutions. Placement assistancp Is typically. Imre
limited at the secondary schoql level; even In the case Of secondary level vocational
graduats, nfaq initlal Jobs Alt found with the'help of vocational teachers, rather than
specter-counseling oll'" placement staff. In any event, the role of, placement Is also

, typically limited to initial Job placement. Schools do not typically provide systema'tic
development of Job-finding skills that could serve the 'student In lob-finding over the
working career.

%-.11 A 9This may -result In the situation' where most Statewide followups of vocational
graduates report low rates of unemployment, e.g. , in relation to some comparison

. -group, but findings from longer-run followups may uncover no differences. Thus, the
favorable findings from tie short-term followup may merely reflect the effects of direct
job placement assistance provided by teachers, and may have no Implications whatever
concerning the quality of the program or the advisability of expanding the 'programs.

Anotifer opportunity for interdisciplinry research Involves the fields of learning
theory and 4;ounseling. Benjamin ,sfiloom suggests that, given, enough time and
resources, virtually anyone could lean,n to do virtually anything. This suggestion points
toward fuller development of human to ents.

Considering this, one might w der about students entering. some high-school
vocational programs. Perhaps not all of these fling( and tenth grade students have
sufficient Information about their oppo nities to exercise Informed choice of program.
Perhaps' some have hpd ir1i4quate ex osure to information about the range °of oppor-
Unities, or tfeve not yet developed at skill or ability prgrequIsite to pursuing some

oMer program of study.

Similar logic holds In the reverse case. Consider the case of a youth who Is below
Ills peers In. reading. and math, but who has had some opportunity to Won about atito-
mobile maintenance and repair, and who has developed an Interest in a program of
study dealthg with this specialty. Is such a student 'a good candidatet for' such a
program, or should the ,tudent be advised to concentrate on a remedlaT, program In
basic skills?

These are the Issues underlying the question, "Why Is vocationaliducation a good
Idea?" It May b hoped that future research will Illuminate the arlswers.

1
to
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Occupational Training:
For Employers, For Trainers,'
or For Workers?

Marcia Freedman
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Visitors from abroad, fared for the first time With our political and administrative
pluralism, find It hard to Understand how, we ever get anything accomplished. Some of
us, in fact, become expert In k narrow field where we know the boundigies, the actors
and above all, the regulations, in the (noontime restraining any impulstrto look beyond
for fear of distraction by element, Stkier which we NV!! no control. But on the assump-

,.tIon that we, can ,never know -tad much about the context In which we work, I want to
tdi about factors that influence occupational training, even If In doing so, I Introduce
1110r0 ,uliOrtalnty.

. . I. want to' begin by se jag some limits.' By Itself, the Word "training Is broad
enough' to encoiripala general maturation, 'socialization to work and the workplapa, basic

, education; end- a host, of other Iasi nretise concepts, such as "development," either of
organizations or of hqinin: beings. The 1900 program for the annual conference soon-
soted by Training MagoYine, for example,litis almost '200 seminar/workshop3 that cover

titievery corkelvable'tispecT.Thut heavy on motivation and interactive skills. These are
topics that may prove usefule workers in a broad range of specialties, but I want to
confine this discussion to the acquisition of occupational skills, those aspects of the job
that must be learned before workers can be Identified with the occupational titles that
differentiate them from other workers. - ., e

Considering Just skill acquisition- -that Is, leaving aside the revel of literacy neces-
sary either to get the job or to get the training or both'- -about one-quarter of all Jobs
have well-established pre-employment training requirements with a clear transition from 14

school (or training program) to work. These are In turn divided between professional
occupations requiring two or more years of preparation In colleges; graduate or profes-
sional schools, and a mix of technical, clerical and service occupations that require from
three months to two years of pre-employment training. Among the latter, the most
familiar are nonprofessional health specialties and the sfhgle most numerous category,
office clericals. The classic case is typing which Is always learned In a classroom
setting, but unfortunately, there are not very many skills Where the training and entry
glittern is so straightforward. ,.

This Its not mean that there are no entrance requirements nor 'toes letImply that Tama
pre-employment TiolnIng courses do not exist, but merely that occupational skills are
generally learned after employment, on the job., In the Insurance industry, for
example, training ol'personnel engaged In customer service, claims adjustment and
underwriting Is accomplished through self-study or In company classes, using a modular
course system in which the highest level Is geared to college graduates,

At the lower end of the Qcctipatlonal structure, less than three months on the
Job -In many cases, much less--is all the time required for adequate performance. The
clerical, sales, blue-collar and in service occupations In this category Sccount for about
37 percent of all jobs in the United States. A great deal of work - -In manufacturing of
all types, In the sale of soft goods, In restaurants and In nonoffice clerital jobs like
telephone operatorfalls into thisiategory.

In between, but still most typically learned on the job, are a number of skilled
and semi-skilled occupations) ranging In complexity from air traffic controllers to auto
mechanics. For some of these, the pathways are unique as in the case of air traffic
controllers, but In others they e harder to discern. A title like "auto mechanic"
actually covers several different...jabs, partly because of the competing claim!) of training
institutions, and partly because linkages between these institutions and employers
vary from place to Waco, sometimes even In the same locality.

Meanwhile, there is a cacophony of opinions about methods and sites for ;raining
and a proliferation of courses in both pUblk and proprietary Institutions. PKospective
students may well be bewildered by this array before they choose a program, and for
many, the confusion persists after graduation when the promises made by the institution
are not met. The right course at the right time leads to placement, but how is one to
make this right judgment?

The problem begins whir the mixed signals emanating from eniployers, Everyone
has hard them say that all they want is a literate person with the proper attitude who
can learn the necessary occupational skills on the job. If that were all, than we would
have a large apprenticeship system with varying lengths of training time, Put, of
course, that is not all tiare is to It With some notable exceptions, like IFIM end the
Bell System, formal training Is limited to scope, The Majority of firms want to emPloy
fully trained people, but they also want to avoild the costs associated with the training.
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To incur such costs is to risk losing the trained person urilelis the company Is clearly
in the position of offering the best available employment in the classification.

Take, for example, the following situation. A large enterprise trains and employs
machinists and tool and die makers. 'In the same labor market, there are a numher of
satellite job shops, small businesses run by craftsmen with some taste for entre-
preneurship. The large( company is the only source of supply of sieilled workers
because in the small shops there 13 no Incentive to trek when business Is slack and no
time to train when demand is high. The sIttiatIol Is considered unsatisfactory, but no
one does much about It, except that the large firm will cut hack on its apprenticeship
programs. The "solutions" to this problem are short run and ad hoc. In this partic-
ular Industry, swings In (trend are frequent so that overtime andmoonlighting sup-
plemented by pirating can clrry the burden for a time.

In other Industries, large firms that must do some training limit the scope in such
I way as to tie workers to the firm, a gOirThat Is aided by a somewhat higher wage
scale than is paid by other employers In the locality and by the protection afforded to
the worker with seniority.

These adjustments are a typically American response closely tied to the short-term
outlook of most American firms. I ttilnk this is a subject you are going to heat more
about In the coming period as U.S. companies begin ti, search for their diminishing
competitiveness'. In world markets. The attention of American mananers is riveted on
short-term profits rather then on long-term growth. At most, planning has a five-year
perspective, and while the blueprint may pay some attention,. to manageri and proffer
slonal personnel, the development of all levels of human resources devoted to production
processes Is relatively necOected. It is no exaggeration to say that while American
industry has led in the development of new products, It has fallen far behind in pro-
cess technology; in some cases, Indeed, the most innovative activity Is in the financing
of new Ideas before a product line has emerged. . ..,

. .

A current example is fin the high technology boom. On the one hand, new firms,
supported by venture capitli, have enjoyed spectacular run-ups in the stock market.
The hottest Issues have been those of the so-called "gene-splicing" companies devoted
to the manufacture of modified life forms.. Among them are several barely embryonic
companies such as Ent°. Blochern. As fluilneSs Week put It, "Two New York Life of-
ficers hired s physicist, and ell of A sudden they had a stock that jumped from $6 to
$60."

More typical Is the acceptance of a shortParm strategy that places a premium on
continual Innovation and being the first to market. "After a year to perhaps two,
Imitators and so-called second sources enter the market, and prices and margins drop
rapidly." The most successful imitators are in Japan where rises In productivity and
economic growth are based almost entirely on process refinements, combined with a
long-term emphasis that Is just the opposite of U.S. preoccupation with short-run
profits.

And what dyes this have to do with training? At one extreme, a company that
exists only on paper has no need of workers at all, let alone trained ones. But in the
more usual case, short production runs and Inattention to quality do little to promote
company Investments In training; the costs of long-term training are less cause for
concern when the payoff is spread over a longer time span. Even at Xerox, an 'stab-
lished/khigh-tech company that feels obliged to spend 1.3 percent of its gross
revenues- -a very large amount -- training Is concentrated on sales end service for new
products, Including a "significant proportion" for the production of technical manuals.

By now you will have noticed that one of my underlying assumptions Is that learn-
ing on the job Is an essential part of occupational mastery. Even in those jobs with
pre-employment, training requirements, entry workers have a lot to learn, as any
employer of engineers, MBAs, or journalism schodl graduates will quickly tell you. In
any case, one thing is clear - -It is easier to find a classroom off the job where a worker
can be directed to pick up a related skill than It is to find a job site for a student to
gain hands -on practice, In Illinois, for example, your community college network has
made the effort to serve both established firms and newcomers. The Community College
Board reported that the colleges provided special job training services for 15 of the 577
new, and expanding companies In the period from January 1, 1911 to September 30,
19711, In addition to regular pr support of credit and noncredit nature for 601
companles. I have grave doubts, the way, that such servIcel play a large role In

company locution decisions, but no ubt whatsoever that business and the schools Can
get together when it is In the interest of business to do so.
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Going the other way is more difficult, a conclusion that Is supported by the
problems of AA nursing programs, not only In Illinois, but elsewhere. Service pro-
viders everywhere state a preference for diploma nurses, graduates of three-year
hospital programs. Nursing organizations, on the other hand, are presling for bac-
calaureate degrees. Meanwhile, the number of diploma schools has declined, In part at

-- least because the shift from service to training made them more expensive at a time
when hospitals were increasingly dependent on third-party arrangements that could not
be made to meet the costs. Reading between the lines, I think It is fair to say, that
hospitals see little difference between AAs and LPNs, and in fact, Insofar as the latter
have more hands-on training, find them preferable. The dIffIcully On finding sites for
practical experience to enhance the value of AAs is part of the problem In producing
fully qualified personnel. Here again, employers want experience but are unwilling to
be the providers of experience.

in this situation, the life of a trainer is not an easy one. The emphasiii on struc-
tural unemploymentthe mismatch between the demand for labor and the skills of
workers--has put a burden ort training that it may not be able to bear, In particular,
the mandate to improve emplOabllity of those at the bottom of the queue, or even of
those who suffer only from their youth, is a hard one to carry out in a loose labor
market. Failure to achieve placement related to the training program Is not easily
Interpreted In the absence of full employment. Nor is It easy t% respond quickly to the
rapid wings In the pendulum, from yesterday's emphasis on marketable skills to todey's
demand for basic literacy, and then, in all likelihood, back again.

Of course, training Institutions would like to have their share of t st" candi-
dates. Unfortunately, when these desirable student! enroll In an instit tion that calls
Itself a college, they may well expect more In the way of returns on t eir investment
than the institution can deliver, There Is, I believe, a natural tension etween prepa-
ration for a modrt job and the expectations of students.

In any case, as formal requirements are raised, or as new levels of personnel are
Introduced, training institutions are quick to seize the opportunity to expand their
hegemony. In this respect, nothing Is as valuable as a licensing or certification
requirement that specifies what standards new entrants have to meet. The best
example is In the expanding health-care industry, which has made the allied health
occupations themost Important arena in postsecondary voc-tech education. . ..,, I,

The problem bf simulating work-site conditions In health-related fields Is even more
serious in other areas. Equipment obsolescence, for example, Is a common complaint.
A close tie with an industry association may produce up-to-date machines, but not
without the occasional irony. In New York City, the printing trades (schools has one
floor with computerized typesetting equipment that Is reserved for the retraining of
working printers, while regular students make do with traditional methorls. The
Industry-school relationship Is desirable; one would only with that It extended to pre-
employment training. More serious because of the lead time Involved Is the probleM of
recruiting teachers In certain trade subjects. Improved as they are, salaries are.ntot
comparable to Industry pay Ina chronic shortage situation,

Even under the best conditions, however., secondary schools have to contend with
e rising ago' of entry into jkll-time work outside of those fibs identified with theate

labor market. An 1S-Mr-old can get a lob, but It Is unlikely to be career-
} related In the sense of an. orderly progression with long-term prospects that begins
CAVonediately after high-school graduation. In Japan, only the, young are desirable as
riew entrants; In the U.S., they advance In the queue slowly as they age Into accep-

1
nkbility. What this means is that occupational training In high school Is less end lies

ed to Immediate job prospects. The case for continuing to offer such tral9log comes
L en to depend on its utility for exploration and familiarization, For students with no

rlor exposure--for example, girls aspiring to enter nontraditional fleids--learning the
abulary of a trade and becoming familiar with tools and their uses makes a contri-

bution to confidence, but only if the curriculum is frankly expiaintd to students as
P>ly a first step. -

.--
Postsecondary training Is more likely to be linked to employment, but here too the

j robabillties vary by field. From a studint point of view, the but situation Is one In
hich the training institution 'is recognized as a local source of supply, either because
e credentials It conyrs are relatively Impeccable or because It Is training according to

employer blueprint negotiated In advance. Ina field like auto mechanics that has
rioty of paths for Skill acquisition, ideal is hard to achieve. Anyone seeking to

'41stablish a program has to begin with local knowledge aboizt the employment and train-
ing prospects, In gas stations, garages, autO body shops and autortioblie dealerships.
At the highest skill level, dealers may be sending their people to company schools.

iiMIngriPorggrelitgirormillVirlit;t"gdtPalg', ifireshave n"ArTgitrt nietg
up.
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the mayor source of supply. Whatever the mix, we can be fairly certain that employers
will hire the most experienced people before they sec out partially trained or alto-
gether untrained entry workers,

In this field, as In many others, the acquisition of occupational skin-TS zrprocess
rather than an event and It Is this understanding that trainers should communicate to
students. As the size of the yoyth Cohort Increased, the time It took to become estab-
lished at work lengthened, it may be that as the age profile of the population
changes, the time may once again be shortened, but there are too many other variablesNr
at work to be sure. Well - trained young workers may have be.tter opportunities in the
future, but if I had to bet, I would bet on a labor market NW rerhined fragmented,
both In terms of skill requirements and In the typical mean of acquiring those 'skills.
In the shorter run, I would also bet that tax breaks 4d ubsidles will have only.n
marginal effects on the hiring of young workers or the dIsItiv ntaged or on the promo-
tion of company-biped training. Nor do I think that voucher entitlements will improve

%matters much, In the absence of better Information requIrementl, -student choices will
be no better, and the rewards may go to schools least bound by ethical considerations
to level with the students In advent°.''

Trainers will still be expected to provide' occupationally related skills. Ad they
will continue to be in a somewhat contradictory position. On the one hand, they own
their students a realistic appraisal of the Immediate and longer-run benefits to be
gained bye completing a course of training. On the other hand, they have to maintain
some Independence from local employers. The positive aspect of good Industry relatiots
are clear, but I want to rimInd you how ephemeral those can be. In the sArne survey
of Job-training services that I cited earlier, the Illinois Public Community Colleges listed
the number of jobs lost In each college's service area. I would like to know more about
how those losses actually affected Lincoln Land, Oakton and F. St. Louis; and I would
also like to know If somewhere In South Carolina, for example, these same companies
opened new plants that energized the state system there.

Finally, there Is a delicate baleflce to maintain between accountability and risk -
taking. Everyone would wish to obvlate/agregious errors In planning and Implementing
curricula.. But tegislators and adminiseritors have to be aware that In an open system,
efficiency In decision - making Is a goal that can only be approached. Being In the

'middle does not leave trainers much room to maneuver, and one of the things we badly
need is a standard to decide when the problem is poor performance and when It Is
structural; when It Is reversible and when it is too late,

J
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Coming Changes In Learning,
Leisure and Literacy

Robert F. Bundy
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As long as I can remember, I have been fascinated with seeing tta metningt
ehind things. Wars, clouds, full moons, the chatter of crickets, life Itself, did not

rusk happen and certainly not for the reasons usually given. Behind each event, trivial
o 01-ofound, lay a deeper meaning, a mystery to be explored, a story of global and
perhaps cosmic proportion to be told.

At each stage In my life this fascination with meaning has manifested In a distinct
way anti over'the years has led me Into diverse studies: philosophy, theology, chem-
istry, physics,' religign, history, psychology, education and futures studies. About
ten ye&'It ago the past streams of my life began to merge into a single flow; a specific
focus that permitte&me to bring logether"all my past work Into a unified effort. This
focus can best be expressed as a question: "What will it mean to be an educated
person In tomorrow's world?" In different words, given that we live In an age of
turbulent chanoe n which older notions of literacy are rapidly passing away--what will
people need to w and be able to do in order to live constructive, responsible and
humane lives we approach and enter the 21st century? By educated person, of
course, ( refer to the whole consciousness, character and humanity of a' person and not
Just what people may be schooled In or trained to do.

For me, this question is profourfdly practical. At the same time it allows a search
Into meaning at the deepest most levels. For does not the process of becoming truly
educated encompass every aspect of living and draw attention to every Important ques-
tion one can ask about life?

But ten years ago I also saw that the question 41 wanted most to study could not
be adequately explored through conventional disciplines or fields because of their nar-
row views. This is not to criticize dlicipilnes but merely. to say that something beyond

/disciplines, and oven Interdisciplinary Is necessary If we'wish to lopk,,at the whole
educated person. For me It became clear that I had to foster within myself a more
poetic, intuitive understanding of reality; a capacity to see things more holistically:, an
ability to discern larger rhythms in human affairs; an attunement, if you will, to the
broader picture of the ,evolution of awareness In our long voyage through time.

Whether I have had any success is, of course, yoli% Judgment to make. The
purpose of this brief prologue has not been to defend me or my ideas but simply to tell
you In adyance something per,sonal about myself land how I look at the world that me''
help you to better understand and evaluate my remarks.

To help you in one further way let me also share with you very briefly the key
Ideas I w11,1 be presenting.

First, I will ask you to consider the possibility that global interdependenclei, new
4- syntheses of knowledge and emerging images of the future are dramatically affecting our

values, beliefs and social Imagination. As a result', our basic Ideas about work, Job,
a career, leisure and literacy are being fundamentally changed".

Second, I will suggest that the concept of rareer--seen as one's work to do In life
wherein -on discovers who one Is - -Is becoming greatly expanded because global shifts
are affecting who we understand we are on this little starship earth. Thus, even
tradition& callings in life are beginning to assume new meanings, Importance' and con-
sequences. All careers, old. and neW, will be different In the future because we will be
different.

Third, I wi propose that liberal arts and vocational education ere not the pro-
tagonTsfir-they are ften made out to be. The real contest Is between olderyunder-
standings of liberal its and the state of current academic/vocation& programs, But
global changes are ev n now forcing a revision of these older understandings of liberal
arts. As this happe the !team Ali likely be taken okit of the current academic-,
vocational debate. Bot will be seen in a review:I liberal arts context as necessary for
discovering the art of h ane living.

Fourth, I will present the view that In the wake of the global transformations
taking our notions of leisure are moving from a purely production and enter-
tainment orientation to leisure becoming once age)) the doorway to discovering deep Joy
and basic truths. The key to this shift lies In the possibility that one's work to do in
life (ones career) can bring the, sort of contentment that permits one to enjoy doing
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many things for their own caked (This is the way the ancients looked at leisure.) By
creating a world in which each person can find a work to do in life we lay the founcrl
tions for a 'true leisure society.

4nd fifth, I w.111 make the Case that accompanying all of these shift's a new literacy
teems to 6eemergingbasic changes in thinking, learning, playing and solving prob-
leAs if we are to live humanelyeand peacefully on our starship. This new literacy, 'In
my opinion, will cover a spectrum extending from the psycho-motor to the mystical.

Ail' this Is rather much to -speak about in one address so I will have to be fairly
brief at many points. The thread of he story, hopefully, will stand forth and perhaps
too there will surface some of the d r meaning behind the question: what will It
mean to be an educated person in tomor 's world?

The World Drama

Our view of change is largely shaped., by the trend indicators and extrapolations
forecasters present to us. Thus we are very familiar witli4discussiohs of present and
projected 'estimates of GNP, population, car production, wheat stockpiles, pollution
levels and so forth. While such Information is undoubtedly of value, one Can come to
believe that these indicators accurately define the funtlarrental changes taking place on
Barth at this time. In themselves, however:, the descriptors are only symptomatic of
much deeper currents of. change. The descriptors are like surface ripples formed by
these deeper currents. And if we attend to just the ripples we may well miss the Leal
movements, the real world drama, In progress.

- I believe we must look at three fundamental shifts if we are to understand at a
beginning level what is happening to us on earth at tiffs historical motent.

Global Interdependencies. All of the Information on world trends show there is an
ever tightening web of nterdependencies at every level of existence. On the physical
plane we are beginning to realize that earth is a living organism with a very sensttive
ecological nervous system. All events -- volcanic eruptions, the'?nigration of birds, the
rise and fall of tides, cirrus clouds gracefully drifting over the mountains--all are
responding to and influencing each other. Nothing happens in isolation. Everything is
tied to everything else. Slowly, we are coding to understand the complex rhythms and
dances of the natural world.

On the social level, surely, we are very aware of how political and economic
systems Interpenetrate. Now the events of the largest as well as the smallest na
can reach out and influence the entire woNld. In the same way that nuclear testing in
the South Pacific affects the quality of air over Illinois, and the amount of automobile
exhaust in North America affects tissue lead clevels in penguins In the Antarctic--so too
does a political happening In .Tehran Impact The government decision makers in Donn,
Ottawa and Washington.

The powerful shift taking .place in our times Is not that natural systems have
become Interdependent - -they always have been. Nor that social systems are involved
with one anotheethey Alp always have been even If the relationships were not
immediately apparent The real change is that we are -becoming aware of these inter-
dependevies as a global. community. To our knowledge, nothing 'like this hp ever
happened' before In the history of the human race. 3

We can bnly vaguely see at this mernent what new architecture, poetry, music and
genetic sensitivities may arise with this ohanging awareness. The collectlkie human
consciousness is stirring, shaking off its sleep and responding to the universe In
unprecedented ways, As this shift hastens we will most assuredly create new Images of
human nature, human potential and human community'. The shift will be long in matur-
ing but its revolutionary effects are even now velsible for those who wish to see it.

New Synthesei of Knowledge. At ths end or44,19th century, sciennsts felt that
Newtonian mechanics and Faraday and Maxwell's electrodynamic theories prtetty well
explained the laws of the physical universe. In the early 20th century however, rela-
tivity and quantum theories introduced a: revolution in physics', 'And as the century
unfolded, concepts of space, time, energy, object, cause and 'effect had to be revised.
It was a shattering experience for physicists GntII they begencto learn'to ask the right
questions and to accept that allthey penetrated deeper and deeper into nature they had
to give up the images and idgic of ordinary Janguage and sensory txperience. The
maddening paradoxes they confronted could only be dealt pith as filq learned the
paradoxes were Problems Connected with limitations of the intellect and arises. not
problems with the essential nature of things. The point to be made is the an -older,
established world view now had to be radically changed to Incorporate law &Owe
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it appears that a similar transition is taking place with many of our older social
and political theories. The confusion that has come with today's information "overload"
Isprobably due less to increased amountf of information than with our trying to under-
stand 20th century data using views of l'eality Qut of the 18th and 19th centuries that
don't work very well anymore. In the midst of -this confusion however, there Is a
dedicated search for new world views that can encompass the new Information and
experiences we are gaining. And a large portion of this search involves syntheses of
knowledge from the most unlikely of places.

The new world view taking shape for modern physics, for example, (at least
Or according to one Important school of thought) Is remarkably close to the view that

.Eastern mystics have always held about reality. A strange but inevitable synthesis
may be happening between mysticism and modern physics.

In a parallel development, a strong interest in the paranormal has arisen In recent
decades and Its connections with both mysticism andtimodern physics are being seriously
probed. 3 in terms of the latter, Arthur Koestler has pointed out convincingly that
modern physics Is making' claims aboUt reality that are just as wierd as what proponents
of the paranormal believe), To many social and natural scientists the task ahead is to
find a viable theory to show the continuities between the two and the common life forces
underlying each. ,

It is Instructive also to examine the work that Is dieing done In- plant and animal
CHfercommunications altered states of consciousness, biofeedback, meditation, heallog, and

INafter death. The data that Is emerging shows clearly thet older undystandings
cannot Incorporate our new knowhdge yithout a radical revisibn, and eventually the
building of new models of reality. These new models will becoMe the filters for our
consciousness and will have the most far reaching effects on every aspect of life. It Is
too early yet to know what the world views will bfecome, but some characteristics
already seem to be clear.

Reality will be seen as Interconnected, continuous and flowing from atom to galaxy;

\-..
from mineral to mystic; from three dimensloiiirpli-nii to multidimenlIonal levels. JCon-
sciousness, at whatever level 'It is . found, will be seen as continually evolving and
changing without known limits. Cooperation and synergy among all life forms and sociaF
systems will be seen as both normal and essen lal for survival and growth.
Systems thinking will, dominate our outlooks rather than tha simple, linear causation
moaitiWr yesteryear. A multi-layered universe of geterlal and, non-material feality will
emerge again to replace the single-storied ifouse that-modern science built in which only
the evidence of our senses was felt to be objective and acceptable 'criteria for truth.

All of this is not to insist that some golden age is about to arrive or that human
nature will be cleansed of its Imperfections, Rather, it would seem that we are enter-
ing a remarkable period in which a merging of certain historical forces Is making pos-
sible a major step forward in human awareness. The Important conclusion I wish to
draw Is that new syntheses of knowledge are breaking down older world views, chang-
ing our concepts of human potential and drawing us Into new understandings, values
and questions. As a result, the universe is becoming more alive, subtle, connected,
evolving, sensitive, profound /Ind promising.

shifting images of the Future. More fundamental even than these first two shifts
Is the transiormatIon now taking place In our images Of the future. ,

.

images of the future are those cleqz, crystallized, focused expectations of the yet
to come. They may be positive or negative. If positive, they always speak of a
coining world which will be 6f ar more perfect and preferable than the present reality.
Images of the future pull a culture, forward In time, They fire our imagination to
contemplate what will come to pass. 'And at this same time the energy flowing from the
Images encourage us to behave in the present In ways that will assure their realization.
We act as If in some sense the future Is already with us now. images thus explain the
past, instill conflanco in the present and inspire hope that one day the destiny fore-
told tSy the Images will come true. . ,

Without an inspiring Image of the future no culture can ion surOlve. And, as
olderwvIslons become exhaustednew onts must be born or cultural eclige Is Inevitable.
Truly, the history of a Culture is a histOry of Its Images of the fu re. Whether they
speak of a hetvenly kingdom, the good life here on earth, or both; Images reveal the
vitality of a culture and forecast where that Iture Is headedvigor and growth or
decline and breakdown. Thus, while It may be.true to say that the past Is prologue to
the ,present It is probably far more accurate to say that the future Is prologueo all
of, history. - , t
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In our times can there be any doubt that older Images which once sullitained us are
passing away and the climate is ripe for the birth of new visions'. Surely no Image out
of our past gives us assurance of greatness and progress nor inspires us in any col-
lective sense. Instead, we are a culture fearful and unsure of Itself; a people trapped"
in a elms zone between visions -- unsatisfied with the great Images that .brought us to

dtlffils present and unable yet to feel the call of the new Images that will shape our future
history.

Nevertheless, Increasing global interdependencies and new syntheses of knowledge
'offer powerful. evidence that a new vision Is beginning to emerge:' We can't know our
visions In advance, of course, but it is possible perhaps to feel their presence.. anti
touch into their energies, before they fully manifest.

What I am asking you to consider Is that the world drama now in progress is
moving us very powerfully. In the direction of cooperatiOn. Interconnectedness and
eyolving awareness--all precursors of a whole now vision of the future for starshlp
earth. In turn, these pletnetary shifts are creating much Uncertainty over many of our
most basic cultural Ideas, especially work, Job, career, education, leisure and literacy.
The older understandings surrounding these notions will not be able to be maintained In
light of the changes now taking place. A global awareness, foAexample, has to affect
how we view oyr national politics. A reat understanding of the p sical environment has
to dramatically Influence how we obtain our food and recycle our was(es. And direct I

communication with animals has to alter our basic beliefs about justice and equity among
living organisms. A new kind of educated person Is being born -within our midst and
when fully matured this person will see many things about life very differently than we.
do. Consider, if you will, what is happening to our current attitudes toward work, job
and career.

aN,

Career: A Powerful Idea in Transition

Allow me to define work as the way we identify who we are', the way we make
claims about our worth and Individuality; the way we prove that life is not futile and
we are not forever bound by sheer necessity. Work is a personal space In which we
wrestle ,with life; struggle to find out what our capacities are and what our purposes
should be; in which we satisfy our quest for potency--to be good at something and
good for something. In work we are able to exercise creativity and insight, together
with a sense of style, judgment and craft. Through work 'we "sing our song." We tell
the world whom we are and what meaning we affirm about life. Quite clearly then,
one's work to gs in life Is something that can't be completed or framed in a period. less
than a lifetime.

Finding a work to do in life Is thus essential to being self - actualized. The more
one Is denied genuine work then the more one will see one's,, activities as meaningless
and depersonalized, and the more one will questldn one's personal value and worth. The
modern cry of depersonalization can at least partially be explained by people feeling
they are engaged more In labor than in work; infutillty an endless redoing without
redeeming merit.

-+

To switch to language more Commonly in use today, We can define "job" as t#e way
we earn or livelihood: purely extrinsic -utility. Work on the other hand Is oW we
earn our humanity because It Is. Intrinsic to who we are as a person. Ideally, one's
work and job will be the same. (Nevertheless, one can have a work to do even if it is
ntt the same as one's Job.

Career, in its strict sense, means having a work to do In life. It may or may not
be the same as one's occupation. In fac4t we may haJe many occupations In the course
Of life and still only have one career. A string of occupations then can be directly
connected with one's career or have no significant relation to career.

Discovering a vgek to do In life, whether It he a healer, teacher. peacemaker,
explorer, researcher, etc. Is thus not A simple shVoirm quest. If one's work defines
who one Is then the discovery ot who one is accompany the finding of one's
work--a process requiring much time, much self-evaluation and much Interior develop-
ment.,This process is long term; indeed, as long as one's life. On the other Mind,
learning a Job hardly requires such effort.' Job preparation is a relatively short term
goal and may have to be redone,many times In the course of one's life. .

el

By maintaining this distinction we can then ask someone who they are (i.e., their
work) and how they make their living (their lob) and receive two different answers.
The educational Implications here are very powerful 14cause helping children discover
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,who they are and what' work they want to express Is not necessarily the same thing as ' ..

teaching them how to support themselves. .

So'far, nothing particularly new has been stated except No separate the Idea of job
and work which for several centuries in. the west have been considered very close or
synonymoub. Surely the importance of finding a work (o do In life in order to satisfy
basic human 'strivings belongs to all cultures and historic periods. However, the vital
ueltion Is Whether there Is anything special to be said about career In our times

beyond the fact that there are many more occupations open to more people than In the
past--and therefore, perhaps greater possibilities for more people to discover...a career>
The answer, I believe, Is 'most clearly yes. Because of what Is happening to us a
qualitative shife In our understanding-of Career Is taking mace.

-4
If finding d career. (on e's work to do In life) Is synonymous with one's/discovery

of who one is, then any major alteration in cultural meanings that affect bellefstabout
;human Importance and human potential will most assuredly affect who one discovers he

or she Is. The global changes I have briefly described do point to fund mental
changes in many of our -.cultural belief sysjems. To repeat, each person is 1 global
citizen and has global responsibilities and interdependencies regardless of what nation,

. faith or local group one pledges allegiance to. In addition, each person is part of
delicate life_ support systems. And what each perspn does influences and Is Influenced
by the entire system. Further, each person Is much more than what our empirical
senses can reveat. Each person has capacities, and possibilities for communication and
healing that vastly go b ;Ievend the purely physical.

All of these lifts in belief systems form a hatkirop for the personal struggle
each petson engage. 'T-n-, in discovpring who one is. (Wheter or not one is clearly
aware of this backdrop it will. Involve Itself in the person's strugelle.) Thus, while I

might find that I have skills that make me a good diagnostician and healer of disease, I

Om not Isolated' froni the larger culleal scene. I am a healer working In a, 'global
community; a healer working within The ebb and flow of natural systems arid I must
make decisions about patient care that affect thp welfare of these systems (as well as
decisions about natural systems that affect patient care.) And I am a healer who knows
that every part of life from the physical to the rAystical must Ire considereti4or effec-

'Wye healing. In short, I am a 'reveler orrspaceship earth orchestrating healing
therapies consistent with the realitiet of life and survival on the spaceship.

Similar statements could he made about all other careers. Because our under-
standing of who yve -are is changing., then of,. necessity our work to do will also be
viewed differently. We may do many of .the same things that healers, teachers etc.
have always done, but new ethics and Motivations will arise, new criteria for Judging
the results of our work will have to be developed, and new questions about our work
and its conduct will surface. In one sense then, careers will be very different In the
future because we- -will he different. Career, education then, will not be, cannot he
what It has been In the past. Nor can liberal arts; academic and vocational education,
and leisure remain What they have become in our

Liberal Arts, Academic and Vocational Education,
and Leisure: In Search of New ?leanings

Liberal arts in Its rnbre traditional sense can be summarized In terms of six basic
purposes: (1) to overcome intellectual provincialism, (2) to appreciate the centrality of
method, (3) to gain an awareness of history, (4) to show how ideas relate to social
structures, (5) to understand the way valuesinfuse all Inquiry, and (6) to demoMstrate
the civilizing role of the humanities and arts.

To earlier liberal arts reformers, especially thoseialround the mid-century mark at
Harvard, Columbia and the University of 'Chicago, there was a strong belief that one
who has his pr her imagination and awareness enlarged through a liberal education will
have a dee& sense of personal values, capabilities and self-worth; will be able to
make wiser choices and he able to cope better with life's challenges and uncertainties.
An essential key to understanding the alms of liberal arts education however, was th
provision for a common experience centered around a common learning. The Intent wa
to develop the klgiLof awareness necessary. to Integrate different kinds ofinguiry
knowledge rather Than specialization and depth In any given area. Not that there w s
anything wrong with specialization and depth. It was the order that was imperta
Specialization should come later and be built on a firm liberal arts baso,

Vocational education on the other hand has traditionally sought to help people
enter arid progreis through the labor market. I need to say very little to you about'
the purposes and background of vocational education, In this country, vocational
education has a long and notable history from the early mechanics institute') to the
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modern proglrams offered by area vocational schools, technical Institutes, community
colleges, trade unions and the armed forces.

When conflicts arise today between the guardians of the academic curriculum and
the vocational educator certain standard arguments always seem to come up. If you will
permit some generalizations, the academic educator wants to help students develop the
knowledge, attitudes and skills that will open the widest possible carter options. Too
early a focuis on the world of workonct, job specialization, it Is believed, will foreclose
these options. Job skills need to be developed in other settings and at other times
outside the academic curriculum.

Th0 vocational educator, o course wants the same good things for students but
also sees that many youth,are n t adaptable to the standard academic fare provided in
the public schools; a fare judge to be too broad and impactic;a1 given the number of
students who do not complete hig school, the high unemployment rate in the 18-24 age
group, the fact that only a very .mall percentage of unskilled jobs will be available le
the decades ahead, and the fact that the majority of jobs now and !n the foreseeable
future will nt jequire a baccalaureate degree.

The academic educator thus tends to see vocational training as a step child of the
system; a release valve or lowed' tlyck opportunity for the less gifted or less motivated '..
student who will not be a candidate for upward mobility through the academic structure
to the most prized work oppgetunIties offered by the culture. The vocational educator
Is Inclined to interpret this view as both an elitist attitude and an unrealistic assess-
ment of student and national manpower needs. Moreover vocational educators are likely
to feel that those who make policy in the public schools are guided by feelings In favor
of academic studies. As a result, It Is constantly falling to Institutions outside the
slecondary school to train the nation's labor force for jobs. One set of Institutions

erefore seems to be bitting responsibility for career education while the other set
ocuses on people entering and moving through, the labor market.

Of course, a certain number of both academitians and vocational elffucators argue
here must be an Integration of the two areas; a new partnership. Given an expand-

more sophisticated job market, our nation will'need a more sophisticated popu-
latlo . Thus study in work must be blended with, study in academics. Academic and
:vocational experiences must be united In a new comprehensive program to develop the
whole person.

And so the argisre4 and countera4rguments rage. What Is missing In this debate,
It seems to me, is a sense of the past as well as an appreciation of the way global
changes are influencing the future.

As regards the past, there has been a long tradition stretching back to Aristotle,
In whichit was felt the useful arts were somewhat inferior to the fine arts. However
neither excluded the other. The useful arts were thought to be necessary and the fine
arts were felt to be delightful; the crafts served and the arte'enchanted. This view
held up until the latter part of the 19th century by which time the ,balance between the
fine arts and practicfi arts had shifted dramatically with the practical taking over the
position of the other.

Through the philosophies of people like James,, Mill, Jeremy Bentham and .-William
Jevrons, a gradual but sure'shlft to utilitarianism took place In western civilization
during the 19th con ury, i.e., the belief that only useful activity Is meaningful and
moral. Non-useful ctivities are a waste of time. Happiness Is Identified with utility
and pleasure with p oflt. AR value Is extrinsic and Is measured by the profit one can
draw from It,

The liberal arts reformers just before and at the mid -20th c..;;;Nitury mark wore thus
fighting a losing battle. Bureaucratization, centralization and professionalism, close
relatives if not direct descendents of utilitarianism, were rapidly preventing any kind of
common shared experience and Interdisciplinary approach to knowledge which were
considered so Important to beral studies. The humanities and arts were already
weakened as the riltural an social sciences moved central shoe. Evelywhere, the
academic revolution was be g faltand the universities and graduatla schools, with
their power on the rise, were setting.the pace for the entire educational system. Since
World War II particularly, the downward pressures from the graduate schools In terms
of how knowledge Is defined, students are selected, faculty recruited, departments are
organized and curriculum written, as well as the constant emphasis on earlier 'special-
Izatjon--have undermined most of the ingredients felt to bo essential for the liberal arts
.program .
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Utilitianism then, In Its many forms and for 'many reasons, has won out to the
extent that undergraduate programs have become pre-professional schools; little more,
than a cut rate, mass produced version of graduate school. Can there be any doubt'
that the secondary school curriculum in its turn has become little more than a watered
down version of the undergraduate program? Without trying to Idealize the past or
imply there has been some golden age of liberal arts, it is my feeling that liberal arts
education is practically nonexistent today, at least In public education.

Thus, the real tension is not between academic and vocational education, but
rather between liberal arts as once understood on the one hand, and current voca-
tional /academic training on the other. To view the rift as one between vocational and
academic education is to inaccurately locate the real issue. Vocational educators would
do well toi reassess their position in terms of authentic liberal arts and academic
educators Would be wise to do the same.

os,

if we look now to the future we begin to get some Idea what changes would be
necessary in traditional liberal studies for it. to be in tun? with the global changes

.affecting our world.

1. First, liberal studies will have to expand, as it has. begun to in recent years,
to inc&de global history; the rich array of civilizations and cultures that make up
the human family and its past rather than a narrow preoccupation with the west.
These stories of other peoples however, have to be told from the point of view of
valid experiences in human living and not be used for propaganda or exploitation
purposes.

2, Second, liberal studies -will have to break the chains of rationalism and utili-
tarianism that have gripped it, especially In recent times. .Instead of presenting the
confrontation, with the great human issues primarily as an exercise in historical nota-
tion, scholarly critique or thinly veiled elitism, it Is important to lay bare the Inner
struggles of philosophers, musicians, artists, pees and scientists, It Is necessary to
show the sources of their inspiration beyond the purely rational; their failures and
successes In trying to reveal order in the universe through their art, and how they
were influenced by the social /political dynamics of their' own social milieu. Most
important; however, is that students feel drawn into the same struggles so that in the
process their own capabilities to sense the wonder of the universe Is strengthened and
their own reative talents are Aroused and coaxed Into expression, The professional
needs to seen not as someone who sets standards for taste and aesthetic feeling, but
as th acher and c.1lde for those who have got yet gope quite as far along the path.

3. And third, liberal studies must open itself to the mystical roots of knowledge.
, Profound thinkers In every civilization have known there are two pathways to knowl-

S edges One path Is rational discourse in which we compare, contrast, abstract, define
and argue from premise to conclusion. This is a more or less indirect way of knowing

, because we haA to laboriously analyze, study and deduce. The slicond way happens
when the veil of reality drops momentarily and we see directly to the very essence of
things. This way Is often called a peak experience or religious Inspiration.. When it

, happens, the rational mind is still and there is an Immediate penetration to the essential
nature of reality.

A utilitarian society only honors the rational method thereby severely limiting the
possibilities for the more profound second kind of knowing. An expanded liberal arts
education would honor this other mode of knowing once again and be committed to Its
development and appreciatton.

If liberal sttjcles could be opened in these ways, much of the current debate
surrounding xocatPonal and liberal education would eventually vanish. An integration of
the theoretical and the practical, the fine arts and the mechanical arts, the abstract
and the concrete, would lead to atm emphasis on the humane art of living. A life of
learning is no enemy to a life of action. To achieve such a praxis however, will
require teachers who have experienced this praxis and formal curricula that encourage
applied learning in real life situations within the community.

But now, where 4Des leisure fit into this picture? Does it have a vital place/ Or
is it something td be added on as merely another activity the educated person engages
in from time to time? Such Is the conclusion utilitarianism' draws. Leisure is any
activity done in our free time that rests us from the various obligations of our everyday
world.t its purpose Is to distract and amuse us so we can return to our obligations and
betteOperform our testa, teisure thus, IS a useful activity one performs In some time
block and from which one draws both profit and pleasure.

Thin way gf looking at 1,91sure shows how far utilitarianism has pervaded our social
Ma nation, Order understandings of leisure would seem nwkwerd to uS To the ancients, tor exqmple, tne purpose CT wont was to enter into' IeISure, i.e.,I one worked
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to free oneself from the necessity of having to worknot necessarily to free oneself
from work but the necessity of having to work. Leisure was an attitude of mind, a
condition of the soul; a Going of something completely roc, Its own sake; something
which In its doing was its own retvard. Leisure therefore, bye no relationship to time.
One couldn't schedule leisure. (The idea of "leisure time" would have seemed an
absurdity to the ancient world.) Moreover, leisure said something about one's charac-
ter and Ideals. And surprisingly, (as far as the modern mIgd Is concerned) the
highest aspects of leisure were felt tobe prayer and celebration!

These older meanings of leisure-11a almost unintelligible today as Is clear from the
familifar statement one hears so often that young people need to be trained "to use their
leisure time productively"--an outcome harkfly desirable even if possible. .

Everything must have a purpose and a function In our civilization. The possibility
that one might engage in some activity for the sheer pleasure of the activity itself kwith.
no further expectations or ulterior motive, seems foreign to our culture unless It cad, bo
rationalized into activities that rest us or improve us In some way. The possibility that
one might do something In which one has dropped one's' preconceptions of what must
follow, in which one is open, receptive, spontaneous, playful, harboring no hidden
agendas and is non-programmed--seems like a waste of time to today's mind.

And yet this is precisely where leisure begins in the more ancient view. Recreation
and entertainment rest us from our work but we work to enter into leisurenot the
other way around. The further possibility,thaehere are certain activities that must be
done for their own sake if they are to be authentic (prayer, music, poetry, etc.) also
escapes us, so attuned are we that even these activities must have some purpose
beyond themselves. Small wonder then that there Is so much diseas in a society that
substitutes recreation and entertainment for authentic leisure.

It would seem a miracle indeed if thd essence of this older notion of leisure could
be recovered In our time without its aristocratic ideals and Institution of slavery. A
culture like ours that marches to the tick of the clock and is attuned to the pulse of
the machine; a culture dominated by a work ethic and utilitarianism; that honors Intel-
lect and rationality, as the only pathway to knowledge; that prides Itself on Its mass
consumption appetites and desire for bigness--such a culture hardly seems the seed
ground for the older attitude toward leisure.

And yet, something of this sort may be in the very process of happening. Much
disenchantment with the superindustrial dream and much concern over the social casu-
alties of thle dream have surfaced in recent decades. Outrage at bureaucratic
impersonalization and anger at the huge institutions that control more and more of .our
lives have increased steadily. Moreover, each year greater numbers of people seek out
alternative life styles and alternative experiences to raise their consciousness. Perhaps_
it is too soon to assess these movements but one Is tempted to believe that on the one
hand more people are beginning to reject Madison Avenue definitions of human hap-
piness and on the other are saying there is more to them than our materialistic culture
says there k. This conclusion Is clearly in accord with the global changes previously
discussed. A recovery of the older essence of leisure then becomes a distinct pos-
sibility.

But how would this hippen since we are not likely to throw out right away our
attitudes toward the work ethic and utilitarianism? The answer Iles in the- basic notion
of work. If we accept the idea of a work to do in life, then in the struggle to find out
who one is one will develop some competencies, i.e., do some things well that one can
esteem in one's own eyes and In turn be esteemed by others. Certainly, then, In
disclosing who one is, one can expect to obtain some satisfaction and contentment In
what one can accomplish. It is precisely here that the door opens to leisure. For a
contented person Is In a position to engage In many activities for their own sake.

Developing a leisure society then does not mean creating a massive recreation
Industry to find ways to keep people pccupled constructively when away from their
lobs. This is the utilitarian approach of superIndustrialism. A leisure society becomes
possible if the people In that society have the opportunity to find a work WM& In life.
This does not mean there are no lobs, because many Idb5 can be happily discharged as
long as the people who have these lobs also have a work to do in life. The larger the
number of people however, who only have lobs indicatek, how far a culture Is from a
true leisure society. For people who only have lobs are In need of InstitUtionalized
recreation. They must be kept busy and amused or they will always be ready to erupt
Into violence.

The relationships between a true liberal arts and vocational education experience
are now easy to see. The Integrated curriculum helps one to discover a work to do'in
life In which one can do something well, and therefore the Capacity to be Contented
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and to enter Into true leisure. I the process of discovering one's work to do one will
learn experientially to love kno edge and beauty (and why one so loves) and at the
same time be able to translate t one knows into practical everyday tasks and living.
Both liberal arts and vocationa training then can lead to contentment and personal
satisfaction: .tlie great door to isure. What becomes crucial Is to identify the skills
necessary for young people to have these experiences; skills that extend across the
entire literacy spectrum from. the psycho-motor to the mystical.

Literacy for the Now Age: What Will
it Mean to be Educated?

In the following I will touch only briefly on' a number of areas of !Remy that
seem critical for the New Age we appear to be on the verge of entering. I won't
discuss these areas In any rigid order of Importance or try to suggest what a New Age
curriculum might look like. Instead, the following are merely some examples of the kind
of literacy that seem to be consisterajwith the great global forces moving us into the
21st century. -Let me add that the facets of literacy I will describe do not refer to
what needs to be learned sometime In the futurebut rather what I believe needs to be
a part of today's educational process,

Low Energy Techno_logiefs. Eery student ought to have an intimate knowledgeof
wincinTUST- solar ears, fish farms, methane generators, compoitIng toilets, wave pumps
and the other low energy tools that can be used for food and energy production.
These tools can be made relatively 4nexpensive and therefore widely available. They
are easy to share, repair and use; are safe, non-violent to the environment and en-
courage decentralized, self-sufficient systems. Use of those tools shortens the gap
between producer and consumer and replaces the very vuinefrie high-energy loops
that have become so mucloi part of the superindustrial society. In Certain instances,
these tools represent older technologies (e.g., windmills, solar heaters, solar ovens)
that have been modernized and made more- efficien . In other Instances, these low
energy tools are new (e.g., solar cells, wave umps, etc.). By combining the
megornized old with the recently developed new, n concert with minicomputers and
other electronic control devicesthese low energy ystems become highly practical for
our times.

In the more distant futur some clean, ine haustible and Inexpensive source of
basic' energy may be found. ut for the foresee le future, a comprehensive under-
standing of the low energy ools will be essential to permit the transition away from an
over dependence on high-energy technologies and non-renewable energy sources.
Moreover, even with an inexhaustible source of basic energy, the use of decentralized
low energy tools powered by this energy will, from the human standpoint, still be
preferred over hugh centraNed facilities for production and distribution of food and
other necessary commodities.

There are many additional kinds of low energy tools that would be found useful in
other areas of living. For example, it will be a common experience for literate people
to responsibly share and teach one another about the tools of healing. The same will
be true for the I w energy tools of learning. In short, being able to Use low energy
tools In all aspec of life will be an essential part of literacy for the future.

People Lo Ides, Helping people to develop loyalties to each other more than to
large-TnifitUtTons -S-111 be a fundamental part of New Age literacy. This means bringing
back a lot of old fashioned virtues such as hogesty, integrity, faithfulness, keeping
promises, cooperation, trust; the belief that people are basically happier when they can
care for and depend on one another; the belief that enduring human functions cannot
be given over to huge technologies and anonymous institutions without destroying the
very life and heart of a culture..

Desire to Personally_ Make, People cannot ever he totally selfeufficient but they
can pefisonicily- mlifie-or do more often, Instead of hg/ing a constant reliance, on
the .pre-packaged services of htige institutions. I mean here an instinctive, habitual
.attitude In which one's first response ,when a problem presents Itself Is to ask what one
can do or make (or what "we" can do gi make) to solve that problem,

?few Reallty__Constructs. As I mentioned earlier, We need new ways of looking at
reaRty 11 we are roar-i.dirstand our global interdependencies. discern the emerging
syntheses of knowledge, and touch into the energies that are even now streaming from
our coming vision of the future. What will these New Ago constructs be? Spaceship
Earth? Planetary Citizenship? Cosmic Health? (An awareness that health means being
In harmony with one's spirit, mind, emotions and physical body; that all physical
disease Is but a symptom oft and clue to a deeper Internal disharmony.) Tho develop-

.
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ment and teaching of concepts, metapflort;and analogies appropriate to the New.Age
are probably the most exciting challenges In all of education today.

Knowledge and Skills to UwOrganizations. Unlike the past when one or tyg
Institutions dominated the cultulral scene, today we live in a society of organizations.
Everytime we identify an important social task we immediately attempt to Institutionalize
this task. Increasingly we give to large organizations the discharge of all Important
social responsibilities. Modern organizations thus exert enormous InfluenCe on our
lives. They shape our behavior, largely determine the quality of life and become one
of the primary ways for social control and social change. Most of us spend most of ur
time In, interacting with or dependent on organizations to provide our options for leis,
mobility, health, education, recreation and other services. In many respects, organi-
zations have become our primary environment much as land and nature were the primary
environment for pre-modern peoples,

To cope with these organizations, to reduce their size, to decrease our chronic
dependency on them, to redirect their power and Influence, so that institutions can
genuinely contribute to human needs--tomorrow's educated person will have to thor-
oughly understand everything about organizations and how to use them with the same
facility the craftsman of yesterday used his or her tools.

Future Cognition. I mean here an ability to contemplate the future (one's own and
that -67-1hiTarger society and world) In as natural and comfortable a fashion as one
thinks about the past and present.

Self-defined Work. As I previously mentioned, a self-defined work to do In life,is
markedly different than merely having a job or an occupation. Tomorrow's educated
person will understand clearly this difference and he able to describe what his or her
work to do hn life Istentatively and In general terms at first durinp the early years,
but progressively In more detail and depth as maturity comes.

Leisure as the Center of Life. Tomorrow's educated person will fully understand
what leisure means, how leisure dIffers'eagc_cecreation and entertainment and how
leisure relates to work and job. The literate individual will perceive leisure to he the
center of Ilfe, the very basis of culture; that It is only when one is in leisure the most
profound truths can be seen;, and finally, that sickness always comes to one deprived
of leisure for any length of time.

The Capacit to be Centered. In the superindustrIal consciousness, inordinate
weight is piece on rafifiFiar ways to know. In the New Age, rationality will have an
Important place, but it will be balanced and complemented by one's intuitive faculties.
Essential training therefore will be to help people learn how to quiet the intellect and
open up to their inner self; a 5ievelopment of one's poetic and irrational ways to know.

Unity of All Reality. This capacity to be centered Is also crucial for helping
people soe the unity or all reality; how all things are connected and interrelated; how
the health Of our natural environment is involved with the health of our body and
spirit; how our social, eeonomlc, political and psychic world are Interwoven. The edu-
cated person in the New Age will readily understand what Francis Thompson meant in
his poem when he spoke of the connection between a falling loaf and a distant star.

Long Term Perspectives. Having future cognitive skills, discovering a wor4 to do
in ilfe, being able to enTeT Into true leisure--permits people to bring long term social,
economic. envirortleental and spiritual perspectives to personal and social decision
making. In the New Age gone will be the emphasis on short term gains and crass
situational ethics that was so much a part of the superindustrIal woridview.

Openness to New Revelation. It will be a fundamental part of tomorrow's literacy
to understand there Is an ongoing revelation about the ultimate questions of human
existence, i.e., no final answers have been given to the questions: where/did I come
fromm where am I going, and why am I here? Not only can we discover new answers to
old questions but we can understand the old questions In new ways.

Mobility of Consciousness. Perhaps one of the most important Illuminations
brought to us by modern science Is that our everyday sensory experiences are quite
unreliable In many fundamental matters. Seemingly hard matter is composed largely of
space. The shortest distance between two points In the heavens is a curved line.
Parallel lines don't converge at a distance as our eyes tell us. We perceive reality In
other words, through empirical senses that both distort and restrict our awareness of
What exists. A trickle of consciousness Is all we seem to have in our three dimensional
prison except for those occasional moments when creative flashes and peak elperiences
allow us for the moment to see things as they really are.
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The capacity for Increasing this trickle of consciousness however bt very great for
we can learn to use, our consciousness to tune Into, feel and understand he energies of
the realities that surround us. In the Immediate future, the more advanced educated
person will be able to use his or her consciousness to tune into the energy of a tre4, a
rock or an animal; music, a painting, the energy behind words--and In the process
begin to discover the knowledge contained In each. Future research with plants tnd
animals, for instance, will probably be'done largely by projecting one's consciousniss
into the anlmh or punt and studying their systems In living color and don.

Peaceful less. There Is an old saying that a nation which hates war will never
find peace. Ts only a nation that loves peace that will really find peace. And the
same thing can be said about individuals. Only peoftle who love peace will find It.
Peace Is an Internal state; nei a place, but something you carry within you;,,a condition
of the soul, on attitude of harmlessness toward all, The educated person of tomorrow
will be a lover of peace, will emanete radiations of peace and draw peaceful energies to
himself or hersel f. I believe one of the most powerful tests of one's literacy In the
future will be the depth to which peacefulness and a love for peace have penetrated a
person's being.

Love and Service. Rut the final litmus test for the educated person In thee flew
Age valrfie The extent love of others and service to others is actualized in one's life.
The love thus expressed will not be mere sentimentalism or emotional caring. Rather, InIts most complete form It will be a fully detached and impersonal love: a love above
petty passions, ego entanglements and selfish urges; effortless in Its flow; deeply
sensitive to another's needs, discriminating, and capable of seeing all sides of an Issue
so the most practical advice may be given. I Fr$m such love inevitably comes a deep
desire to serve others; to share one's talents, one's time and one's resources; to giveso that others may grow and realize their humanity.

Such love and service Pill be ideals to strive for even though the .pathway be
long. Still, the goals of love and service will be the center of all that makes and
sustains the literate person. Love and service will thus become the hallmarks of
literacy, the purposes of all humane education, and the criteria for evaluating the

\-..44.access of any educational experience.

-1Aany other knowledge, attitudes and skills will of course also be needed Including
reading, math, science, and so forth plus a host of practical technical skills. While my
list is incomplete and only suggestive of what tomorrow's educated person might be like,
I hope it at least indicates a literacy spectrum that extends from the psycho- motor, the
cognitive and affective, to the mystical. To focus only on one end of the spectrum as
we have traditionally done In education, will be seen as dangerously narrow and leading
to the development of Illiterate, dysfunctional people. The educated person of the
future will need to be well Integrated across the entire spectrum and well developed at
each point along the spectrum.

0

While not a saint by any means, the Mitre* individual will clgarly be a more
caring, aware, and sensitive person:, someone lass drawn to newness anti bigness for Reown sake; less subject to propaganda and political coercion; someone who demands
quality products and quality Interpersonal relationships; someone globally consclops,
ecologically sensitive and committed to International justice and cooperation; and cer-
tainly someone who refuses to condone race bias, sex role stereotyping and artificialage harriers.

Helping to develop this kind of educated person will be the primary task and
challenge confronting us as a society during the coming dvadati. How we might do this
Is not fully clear but the energies already available to assist us and the urgency to
accomplish our task will be powerful motivators. As a focusing point, a career,educe-
tion appropriate for the groat world drama In progress gives us an excellent oppor-
tunity to hasten the transition.

Naturally, a process of formal education rather different from what we have todaywill be required. Certainly there would have to be a restructuring of a great deal oL
the content and organization of knowledge, a basic reordering of our values
towa young people, and a tbndamental alternation of the current model of schooling.

There Is no reason however, why every child cannot be,invalved In liberal studiesand dbvelop a marketable skill before graduation from any secondary type school.

A New Career Curriculum

keen today's schools could teach young peoplekuch things as (1) hOw to use basic
tools and make ordinary house and car repairs, (2) job interviewing techniques,' (3)
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pereerral financial planning, (q) general attitudes and behaviors found helpful to main-
tain employment - -an si at the same time most secondarx schools could have programs In
which the school (eves s a middleman to offer both paying work opportunities as well
as chances for social se ice responsibilities In the community.

What is needed Is a unity arfd synthesis of curricula rather than an arbitrary
division Into vocation and academic components with Its economic and class filstinctions.
The young person who has always worked with his or her mind but has no sense of the
workplace or physical tools, Is as dysfunctional for the future as the young person who
knows a trade but lacks a global awareness, an appreciation of the past, or who lacks
an Intimacy with the great masterpieces of art, musk and philosophy.

What is essential Is to develop a curriculum that car\ help young people find a
work to do In life. Such a curriculum will have long term objectives because dis-
covering who one Is, is a gradual process of exploration and inifoldreent; of gradually
uncovering and testing one's latent talents Aid interests. By- Iis very nature, this sort
of curriculum Must combine what we today call academic and vocational training within

-an expanded liberal arts base. On the vocational side, one must know about different
occupations and be able to experience what is done In these occupations if personal
Interests and talents are to surface. On the academic side, one needs to know some-
thing about history and philosophy and art if one Is to understand the forces that
drive one inwardly and itlipel one from without. In both cases students are discovering
who they are and findiAg a space in which they can wrestle with life and disclose
themselves. . q

This kind of curriculum has not been created yet In New Age terms but educators
Can begin to work with Its spirit and try to clarify Its theoretical goals and practical
objectives. Several tests of the quality of a school's efforts would be If students
undertiwfltr (I) the differences between work, job, recreation and leisure, (2) that
ono's work and one job may not be the same in life, i.e., that one need feel no guilt
or anxiety if what one does Is not the same as the way one supports oneself. And one
may have many jobs but only orfo work or Career which one comes to understand slowly
and progressively, (3) that a work to do, In life Is an expression of who the person
understands himself or herself to be, and (q) that the end result of a wOrk to do Is to
provide love and service to others.

Thus, to simply add a career education component to a school curriculum mit be a
good beginning approach to create bridges between the.old and the new curriculabut
such a component should not be seen as a substitute for the Integrated approach I haver
tried to describe. Finding a work to do in rif then becomes the central organizing
theme for all_ curricular and extracurricular Hies. This Includes all activities of
relaxatitn, spontaneity and leisure for there certain parts of oneself that Cannot be
nown unless one can relax in the deep nourishment of leisure. (Properly understood,

I re becomes the overall organizing theme for all education. Finding a work to do is
the pathway or introduction to leisure. For some time however, In our civilization

we may find it aster to speak to people about findigg a work as the basic theme,
rather than leisu ) Career education (finding h work to do In life) can truly bealine
a bridge betw hoot and werki However, not a serpiential bridge as It Is now, but
a bridge with m 'Spans that Integrate school and work ereund an evolving career. '

Conclusion V
Tomorrow's educated person will be a rather unique kind of person In human

affairs. Not a saint or mystic by any means because some of the cussedness of human
nature will no doubt be with us for a long time to come. Nevertheless, the literate
Individual will be someone much more in tune with themselves, their natural environ-
ment, their fellow human beings and their physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
worlds. "hart Is truly exciting about the new literacy is that It is not reserved just for
young pllople or for future generations but is upon to anyone in the present who
sincerely wishes to touch into Its energies.

In closing, I offer the Image of a group of Native American Indians hollowing out a
canoe. As they work, they chant n song, the words of which give the directiohs for
hollowing out the canoe and at the same time are a prayer to Cod. What a marvelous '
example or an Integrated We and process or education! No arbitrary and contrived
experience here. Perhaps It will be some time before we develop something as good or
better but we can at least move down the right pothWly toward tomorrow's literacy and
ask the right questions.
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Footnotes
e,"

11 am indebted to .Fritjof Capra in his book The Tao of Ph sics (Berkeley,
California: Shambhala Publications, Inc. 1975) for his very uc a ana sc uiariy view of
the transition modern-physics went through.

2 Again Capra (footnote 3).
3 For example, see The Medium, the Mystic and the Ph sicist by Lawrence [Ashen,

New York: Bellantlne Roo sue, ; pace, Time and Beyond by Bob Toben, 'New York:
E. P. Dutton and Co., 1975; Fabric of the Universe by Denis Natio, New York:
Crown Publishers, 1976.

4The Roots of Coincidence by Arthur. Koestler. New York: Vintage Books, 1972.

5
1t is not appropriate to give a len thy bibliography here but the following are of

special interest. Life after Life ond A. Moody, Jr. New York: Bantam
Books, 1976; Reflections on Life A ifs by Raymond A. Moody, Jr. Now York:
Bantam Books, 1977; Photogrephing the Non-material World by K. Johnson. Nei
York: Hawthorn Books, inc., 1975.

6We will probably discover however, that the new models will bear striking
resemblance to more ancient traditions.

Pitirim Sorokin in The Basic Trends of Our Times (New Haven, Conn.: College
pnd University Press, 1964) discusses thli welt.

9 See Fred Polak's pioneering work The image of the Futurp, Elsevier, 1972. And
for a more recent treatment, Imam of the Future; The Twenty-first Century

Beyond. Robert Bundy (ed.) Buffalo, Hew York: Prometheus Press, T976.

gal find Thomas Omnis analysis of work, Job and leisure very helpful. See

Work, Leisure and the American Schools. New York: Random House, 1966,

9This listing pretty well follows Daniel Bell's description of the purposes of liberal
arts in The Reforming of General Education. New York: Columbia University Press,
1966.

10 Welter Kerr has an excellent treatment of this shift of utilitarianism in The
Decline of Pleasure. New York: Siman endtSchuster, 1962.

11 ,See The Academic Revolution by ChristOpher Jencks and Deild Riesman (New
York: Doubleday and Compiny, 1 HO fore thorough treatment of the transformation of
American higher education during this century.

12So/its excellent references on the nature of leisure are Green (footnote Balj
Of Time Work tend Leisure by Sebastian de Gmbh New yprk; The Twentieth Century
Fund, 1 962;f Leisure the Basis of Culture by Josef Plesler. New York; Pantheon
Books, 1 952.

131 have described in some detail the characteristfte of a superindustrial society in
"Social Visions and Educational Futures". Phi Delta Kappan, September, 1976.

14Two bade that make this point very clearly are Tools for ConvIviplity by Ivan
illich. New York: Harper 6 Row, 1913; Small le,Beautiful by E. F. Schumacher, New
York: Harper 6 Row, 1973.

15 See The Age of Discontinuity by Peter Drucker. New York: Harper I Row
Publishers, 1969.
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Manpower policy is not new in the United States. It was crystallized probably

most concretely, In the early 196Q's by the Manpower Development and Training Act
(,MDTA), In response to what many people perceived as the serious threat of auto- #
mation. Automation, according to the conventional wisdom of the day, would throw
people out of work, who would then require massive doses"of retraining. MDTA
therefore was not focusedien tbe economl*Iliy disadvantaged. Rather, It was focused
on the worker Tri-need of l'etraining, because he or she was going to be technologically
unemployed. Hard on the heels of MDTA came the War on Poverty and the Civil
Rights legislation: pose dual rrikements of the mid 60's that began to channel our
whole' public policy direction toward working witb the disadvantaged and working
particularly with minorities. A myriad of manpower program activities developed as part
of the War on Poverty package: the Neighborhood Youth Corps, the Job Corps, the
Concentrated Employment Program, Operation Mainstream, New Careers,...and so on.
By the and of the 60's, there were over 10,000 manpower training program contracts
operated by the federal government, mostly by thesDepartmelit of Labor, but includlncj

Cher federal agencies as well. In the late 60's, Dan Krieger at Mithigan State
University published a now-famous diagram demonstrating the Rube Goldberg criss-cross
currents of program activities that were being administered and supposedly managed by
the Federal Government at that time. As contractor, The Federal Government was
making the decisions about who ought to bo served and the most appropriate mode In
which they should be served. The federal government then translated those decisions
into contracts with local vendors to deliver the services. It Is certainly not clear who,
If anyone, was held accountable for outcomes in those days. The fact of the matter Is
that there was very little management; thero was very little determination of outcomes.
Some evaluation studies were mounted, and after a few years, there was growing con-
census that this unwieldy morass did not constitute a well-managed national manpower
system. In 1969, 1970, and 1971, there were several efforts made In Congress to try
and pull this training activtty together into something more comprehensive and compfe- A
hensible. But tKe early efforts were aborted. What finally evolVed. In 1972, was a
firm acknowledgement that Washington may not be the fount of all knowledge and wit- '
dom. There was general agreement that local governments might better understand
their local markets problems, might better determine their appropriate mix of services
and their local vendors of demonstrated effectiveness. N.

What finally emerged Is part of the Nixon administration's New Federalism, was the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973, now popularly (or unpopularly)
known as CETA. CETA was signed Into law December 18, 1973, to be Implemented the
following July 1. At the cornerstone of this leglslaton was the recognition that local
governmenIs were going to have accountability for the funds that were to be distributed
by formulOatid the outputs of their locally determined mix of services. Grantsmanship,
was no longer as fashionable or as necessary as It once was. Of course, grantsmanship
will never be out of style as long as there Is any discretionary motley around. Rut In
CETA law, the percentage of funds re be distributed by formula and the percentage
earmarked for discretionary diltribution was spelled out, and the bulk of the funds
were to be distributed by formula. It's Important to be aware of this whole formula
phenomena, particularly with the new emphasis on block grants. There's something
about the concept of block grants that Is very seductive...less paperwork, less admin-
istrative headaches, etc, The potential problem Is that If the block grants are not
constructed by formula factors that target funds to areas of need, we're going to watch
that money move dispctly to the new population centers in the sunbelt. If the only

P variables factored Into formulas are concerned lith ,population, and we do not Include
varlaillps that spesik to low income, that speak, to unemployment, that speak to the
degreFof disability that we areilrying to Ntddre0, then the block grants will not really
address needs. That's an extremely Important consideration to be aware of in any public
dialogue about block, grants.

That is one of the Issues that has,created political dispute about the CETA system
almost from the day it was born. initially, CETA was to be a decategorized and
decentralized system administered through 402 prime sponsors. A Prime Sponsor Is any
local government that has' at least 100,000 residents under Its Jurisdiction. After much"'
political debate 100,000 wee the agreed cut-off point. Some people In New England

finally agrees
wanted sponsorship scaled down to 2,500. some

to. The money was to go from the
fscity mayors wanted It up to hala

million. A political comprorIllse was
federal government directly to local goveli J. by formula factors that take Into con-
sideration the number of low Income resident"-, and the numbers of unemployed. It Is
important to understand that when these formulas are constructed, government com-
puters work "day and night to \distribute the print-outs to Congressional committee,.
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Each member of Congress iremiidlitely looks to see how much his home qiitrIct gets. If
)hey don't think their home Oletrict gets "a fair share ", the formula gets, reworked. So

1,he construction of the form 1.4s Is very often a complex political process. The other
half of the description of 0-re, was "decategorized." That means the federal lgpvern- .
ment will not mandate;ithat Ifrirrds shall be spent oN the Neighborhood Youth Cops, on
vocational ectuceition,`'or rem'Adial education, or work experience or any specific program
activity. It is saying: Here is 'the money...determine what your local labor'market
needs are...4termine who flees service...determine the mix of services...determine
the vendors, Tut we wW hold you responsible for the outcomes. Is this putting the
money on the stump andWialking awaty and letting local governments do what they. want?
Is this revenue sharing? is this special purpose revenue sharing? The first year of
CETA the reds couldn't decide., Their attitude toward the local prime sponsors was--" "
It's their money; they're going to be held responsible for the outcomes, let's not tell
them what to do." By the Second year It was: "rie wait a minute, this Is money
administered by the federal government, we do had some responsibilities here."
increasingly over the years the federal presence has become stronger, and stronger,
and stronger. .

l-e-
But on July 1, 1974, The Pew decentralized, irlecategorifed manpower policy process .

c-1, started. Local gove5nments thought they had an empty stage; no key players had been
assigned roles by legislation. Many prime sponsors thought the4 could, create an
entirely new baligame. Of course, the fact of the matter was they ccruldn't. There
ware many Institutional players already on stage, who were out to claim their piece of
the action. School systems, the state employment service, community colleges, employer
groups, organized labor,...everyone was by-ipg for a share of the CETA funds.
Understandably, there was a lot of Jockeying around to see how this local agenda-a/this
local mix--this local employment and training system would be constructed. It Is
Important to remember that it Is a different mix and a different system In every local
Jurisdiction. So It Is impossible to de ribs "THE-CETA PROGRAM" and think you're
talking about a national CETA program. Because of the local discretion allowed that
has been described, there are 475 differen program designs and local delivery systems.

A retrospective review of the 1974-15 economic environment helps to-better under-
stand today's situation. Six months after CETA Implementation on July 1, 1974 the
country was struggling4 with the deep and persistent '74-'75 recession.. The.
Congressional response was to pass a major Public Service Employment Program as a
new titie of CETA. This authorized a new Infusion of funds to be pu d through the

.CETA system, However, contrary to the. original "decategorllad" ma te, these new
funds were speclflcall3 targeted only for Job creation in the public se or. Under the
economic stimulus package oT the irarter Administration passed 2 1/2 yea s later In May
1977, the funds tripleci, escalating public Job creation from 300,000 slots to a level of
750,000 Jobs almost weTtnight. In the eyes of the public, Public Service Employment
(PSE) became synonymous with CETA. In most communities throughout the nation,
public service Job creation became the major CETA activity. As a result, the training
aspects of CETA took .a backseat. While Public Service Employment has been an
important program activity under CtT A, (certainly the-most visible) It Is not the only
program activity. PSE was created for a sp4cial purpose and that was'to combat unree-

l. ployment. The strategy was designed as a safety valve to compensate for a sluggish
economy was not expanding rapidly enough nor responsively enougb for the structurally
and frictionally Unemployed. There were simply not enough Jobs 1h the private sector.
Under the PSE scenario, Job creation 'wes planned to relieve unemployment on a
temporary basis by giving people useful public work. Implementation Instructions from
Washington were "rush, rush, rush." "OM the people recruited. Make sure they meet
eligibility criteria. Get them assigned and make sure the work was useful." That task
was accomplished well In most areas but not as well in a few others. As Indicated, the
national emphasis was' on speed. There was very little national emphasis on quality,
and very Ittle direction for establishing management systems tb prevent abuse. And So
there were ccaslonal abuses. And the abuses became front'page news. In 1978, the
Reader's D vest did a story on fraud and abuse In the CETA system. The article was
distributed to every member of Congress and continues to haunt the system to this
day. Thosa stories fixed In the public mind a nagative Image of CETA. Even though
the culprit was tome selectively mismanaged 'Public Service Employment programs
administered by CETA prime Sponsors, the image of CETA became tainted In every
community.

1,

This negative environment led to the exceedingly restrictive 1978 amendments to_
the original CETA legislation. These amendments totally redirected the program and ----***
Moved It dramatically away from Its original decategorNd nature. The law now man-
dated service exclusively to the economically disadvantaged, as determined by Income
and unemployment status. Prior to this, Rockefeller's son could have been eligible for
CETA ( !gaily , not morally), as long as he had been unemployed for seven days.
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So, starting in 1978, CETA became a highly targeted piece of legislation,
"Significant segments" of the population became very important. There is a list of

'pow/60°n sub-groups enfranchised for Service by CETA that includes every special
interest groupowho could get hold of a Congressmen's ear to get themselves identified
in the legislation. Veterans, offenders, handicaOped, displaced homemakers, youth,
people with limited English speaking ability, the elderly, and many other groups now
felt entitled to those CT TA funded services. The pressures on local government to
begin to serve ever growing numbers who felt "entitled" to these services became a
very severe pressur with which 'to cope. At the same time, the new amendments
mandated management s stors that were long overdue: eligibility verification systems,
fiscal accountability sys ms, management Information systems, monitoring systems were
now required as certifi ble evidences of good management.

Anothe ant thrust of the 1978 amendments was the increasing emphasis on
community based organizatIons,(C110) as delivery agents. These CBO's apparently were
perceived to have greater empathy with the population sub-groups that were to be
served. The prime sponsors were pressured Into having a large percentage of the local
delivery system contracted to community based organizations, often without the
necessary fiscal and to management safeguards in place. Todal,1/4after the fact, the

com-
munity based organ! tions do not have the non-CETA resources to settle the claims.
audit proess is ra Issues of que2tioned costs and audit exceptibns and these com-

So the prime sponsor (i.e., local government) has to assume responsibility and liability.
That Is the uncomfortable and unpopular predicament that many local governments are
facing today. ,

The third major policy shift In 1978 was a move toward a recognition of the need
. for national performance standards within a decentralized system. The negotiating

process has been delicate and. an interesting compromise is being proposed for 1 982
which will loctor Ili local options and local economic conditions to achieve the national
goal of }etcplacement and higher Income. For prime sponsors to survive on a day to
day and year to year basis, they must be very aware that we operate in a political
environment. Decisions are made by elected officials at every level of government
based on what they perceive 'to be activities and outputs they can defend. So our
survival is depenctent upon producing, desirable outcomes and making It known that we
are producing them. I think one is as important as the other. From the inception of
our prime sponsorship in Baltimore, we have had a public informationoffice whose job It
Is to crystallite what we do, make It known, and invite people from the 11111 over to see
how and what we are doing. Congressional staff are key people In the legislative
process. If they see what we're doing and understand what we're doing, that can get
translated into Important legislative proposals, I consider It a very Important part of
my _job to make sure the people In Washington are well-Informed about what we're doing
and about how well It works. Mayor Schaefer, who I am proud to work for, it over In
Washington now trying to point out to Congress what the Impacts of the Reagan budget
proposals will mean to our city. lie starts his presentation by saying: "I want to
thank you for what you have done for my city. Baltimore has undergone a renais-
sance. It was a dying city ten years ago. It has undergone a physical, spiritual, and
cultural tramiformation. There's wit a doubt In our minds that we could not have don
that without the kind of federal funds that.you have given us." So the first thing he's
doing is thanking . them, and the second thing he's doing is giving them praise for
having made these wise decisionsArd the third point is trying to show them how this
money has been used.. That is -ir very Important thing to do, and not enough of us
understand that. One of the reasons Congressmen don't like revenue sharing and one
of the reasons Congressmen love special categorical grants is because they can point to
a special grant award and say: "I did this for this community. I passed this piece of
legislation, and I got this post office built." With revenue sharing, they can't point to
anything specific. The results are too vague and nebulous. That is one key pason
why there is not a great deal of,,support for revenue sharing in Congress because they
Can't pOrnt to something concrete that they, brought to their communities, That's one of
the Oral problems we face In block grariting.

, we're at a real crossroads under this new administration. There Is now
never nchment. There' now an acknowledgement and a kind of despair that we
have spent a lot of money tr9ing to cope with problems over the last few years and we
still have the problems. Now the question is, do we still have the problems because
the in'ograins have failed or do we have the problems because bur economy and many of
our institutions are malfunctioning? Should there be another way of trying to get that
economy moving? I'm .not qualified to discuss the pros and consof supply side tcon-
tnics. but we mutt acknowledge that we are dismantling the support structure on the
demand side with a hope and wayer that the supply side stimulu.. Is going to work.
This very sudden and disruptive dismantling of the economic, social, educational and
health infrastructure that has been developed over the last SO years causes many of
us real concern, the dismantling is happening almost overnight under the guise of an
appropriate response to the electoral mandate. In addition to slashing the 'l2 budget,
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recessions and deferrals were Imposed on the FY '81 budget. In terms of public
service employment) this came when 350,000 people were still empif,had. Overnight, the
CETA prime' sponsorship system had to Start dumping people. We are thrusting 3,000'disadvantaged new workers on the.. Baltimore economy In an 8 week period. Twohundred fifty people will be laid off each week until June 5. It is almost unfair toexpect the private sector to react quickly enough to absorb that large number of peoplein'such a short time. And the scenario repeats in community after community acrossthe country. Moreover, we're going to continue to have to outlay funds to service

gan, costs an think we may be facing other social costs as well.
these former PSE's. We're gol be paying unemployment Insurance, and we're goingto be paying ve
put the die has been east and the dismantling Is well underway.

As far as CETA Is concerned, the dismantling has also reached the youth pro-grams. In 1978, another new title was added to CETA that gave special attention and
new funding for .he creation of services for youth. The extra resources for youthwere part of a' growing recognition in this country that we- bad a severe youth up-employment problem that reached frightening proportions of 50% for Blacks dfidHispanics. While the situation was ominous, It also presented a politically potent oppor-tunity with strong bipartisan appeal. The Youth Employment and demonstration Act
was passed, funded with a billion dollars to be administered through the CETA funnelfor youth "knowledge development." This was part of the CETA roller coaster ride on,the way up. One of the largest demonstration projects mounted under this new title
was celled the Youth incentive Entitlement Program piloted in 17 sites, 7 of which hadmajor grants amounting to multi-millions per year: The basic hypothesis to"entitlement" was that poor kids drop out of school because they need money and that
maybe If they had a job while in school they would stay there. In addition, for kidswho had already dropped out of school, if we could somehow get them hooked up withan educational process and p job, they might tend to make better workers In the longrun. And If we could subsidize some of those jobs In the private sector, employersmight be exposed to kids as future workers...kids they would not normally hire. Sothe basis of this project was a guaranteed job for every 16 to 19 year old truly poor
youth within designated geographic areas in each of the .savea sites. This was a com-petitive grant, and Baltimore applied for it and won, We received over 20 million
dollars a year for the past three years to test the hypothesis. *

Immediately we learned .that we had to design many altirnative education programs
ecause the drop outs did not want to gd back to their traditional schools. So 8 dif-rent models of alteapative education programs emerged to deal with kids at an aston-

is g range of functional levels. The other Apportant task was to find useful work forte8,00 kids, At the same time, were in th'I midst of the huge PSE buildup described
earlier The amount of public ob creation and stknulation that was going on In thecommunit as unprecedented. nd as mentioned earlier, for the first time under theyouth entitl ent program, we ouid test subsidizing jobs In the private sector, Bykeeping the youth an the publi payroll, we could reduce the employer's exposure toand cost for workman's compen tion, unemployment insurance, social 'security, etc.What we wanted and peeded for those kids was the work environment of the privatesector that Is difficult to simulate. And we wanted employers to take a low-risk look atkids they normally would reject. We were able to get about 250 local employers toparticipate. The Entitlement program Is also a major research effort by the Manpower
Development and . Research Corporation in New York and Abt Associates. Interestingdata will be produced for several Veers to come in terms of school retention, labor
market participation rates and private sector partnerships. But this program Is alsobeing eliminated.

I'm afrald th t my grief description of the politics of Implementing manpower pro-grams sounds a bit like roller pouter ride, with no one a the- controls. I can assureyou, at times, It has felt ilkti that. However, we un rstand our primary role asbrokers and as managers. Brokering local economic and mmunity development agendaswith federal regulations and mandates Is often a delicate balancing act.

As described in this paper, the CETA system is
greatly from Community to community. Our best
(although shrinking) our management systems, and
that has been learned over the years. These tools
quality program activities that give the community a
process.

if a clear and focused local 8
atcomp a thin he c y odonet*/

o Improve worker skills end employability
o stabilize neighborhood communities
" stimulate economic development

a very dynamic system that varies
tools are our dollar resources,

our knowledge of our communities
allow us to implement the kind of
sense' of confidence In this whole

enda Is develo s d and articulated much can be
a more s a r y clear n w a we re .ry ng to get
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All of our CETA resources are put into program activities that support and reinforce
those goals. And that's how we wore able to get a lot of people to go along and stay
along with us.

We have all suffered frgm the gyrations In national policy over the past seven,
years. And as I've describedAlthe CETA system has been on a continual roller coaster.'
For the years ahead, I think there will be much more emphasis on occupational skill
training which culminates In Job placement In the hopefully expanding private sector.
Public service employment is certainry out right now. If supply side economics don't
work and we go Into an economic spin, It's entirely possible that something not called
Public Service Employment but something like it will return. Certainly "woriaare" looks
like a....close relative. But having , ulna historical perspective, developing political
antennae, and retaining a commitment to the full developm6nt of human capital, helps us
cope with this dark hour.
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